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Recognize the problem. 

NEGATIVE PUBLICITY 

"Taking A Look Inside 
Nike's Factories" 

"Made In Vietnam: The 
AlUcrican Sneaker 

Controversy" 

"Nikc, Inc. Announces
 
Dctnils of U.S. Job
 

Reductions."
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Increase corporate profil 

l<b1ljfy amuna-....,m 

Rcacnte identily to fit 
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Researcb c1ieDt. 
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Evaluate the competitioD. 
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SUI"Vey public interest 
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Isolate consumer. 

Breakdown consume~ 
needs regionally and 
create an environment 
designed to suite them. 

d NORTHEAST 

~ 
WEST 

S()~"H~
 

~
 
JTHEAST 

~PACIFIC
 

~
 
BIG WEST 

Create solution. 

~---1' The Midwest would include the roUowing stales: 

inio.. Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, 

Minnesota. Iowa, and Missouri. 

~ ~ Thememhandise in this pan;cuJar store wouJd appeal

~ICOfthiSarea. The Midwesl is slrongly represenled 

money milker, Michuel Jordan. Imagine how happy people in 



The space is strategically designed to lead 
people through by means ofusiug visual elements. 
Architectural shapes placed throughout the space 
guide consumers around the interior. The 
merchandise is then placed around these areas as 
opposed to being "thrown" right into the consumers 
face. Apilurel works with the interior, it does DOt 

work against it 
Two more popular sports in central Ohio 

are golf and football. This is why the golf and 
football merchandise is placed in the front of the 
store. These areas entice consumers to begin their 
Gurney into the coves. Since tennis merch:mdise is 
iot as high 11 seller in this region liS the other sports, 
it is connected to golf. The consumer has to walk 
right through the tennis nfca in ortler to return to 
the mllin walkway ",thout hacktracking. Baseball 
Is sandwiched hetween two very high regional sellers, 
ilOothallnnd basketball. So, in order for consumers 
to look at apparel from Barry Sanders and Michael 
'ordan, they have to walk through the section selling 
asehall. 

High selling merch:mdise in this store will 
~c the team :IJlparel. People in Columbus are Ohio 
State fanatics. This is why the most popular section, 
~'Team Sports", is placed in the renr of the store. 
NatlonaUy, according to CNN's Moneyline, the 
highest selling apparel is cross-tr'lining. Customers 
must walk through the entire spuce, through ull of 
the other merchandise, in order to get to this section. 

Pll1ced throughout the spaces as apart of 
o marketing t.ICtiC lire video monitors on the Roor. 
Now when customers see 11 "Tiger Woods oxford", 
they can see that ~ame shirt on their fnvorite golfer 
while be's winning the Masters Tournament. The 
customer is not only buying a shirt, he's buying a 
piece Of.l championship. 

The muteriuls used throughout the space 
are primarily wnrm, inviting, colors from an 
"autumn! harvest" color palette thnt will crente a 
soothing, user friendly environment for shoppers. 
The colors are strong enough to create 11 visual 
dynamic between between spaces but subtle enough 
as to not draw attention away from the merchandise 
heing sold. 
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Movement Pattern 

Primary Visual Element 
(three- dimensionsal piece) 





The results of the extensive 

research revealed tbat consumers were 

more attracted to entrances that are not 

symetric. Based on these results, the store 

front undulates forward to create an 

imbalance in the entrance. The doorways 

of the store lire slightly shifted to crellte 

more diversity in the appe.llraoce. 

The angles of the glllss were 

strategically placed in order to give 1I 

maximum amount of room for frontnl 

display. The glllss plloels lire lIngles to 

llrovide visual stopping power. AU Nike 

apparrel and merchnndise caD be viewed 

at virtually every perspective wheo walking 

past the stol'e in the mull. Merchandisers 

working in the store CliO use these three 

seperote glllss fronts to displlly the I.test 

gear in the Nike collection. The "swoosh" 

is placed in the center of the storefront to 

reinforce br.od identity ond promote the 

exclusive Nike name. Over euch of the two 

doorways is the Nike Midwest trademark 

which identifies the space llS a specialty 

Midwest store to the target group, the 

"Midwest consumer." Finally, extending 

through the three window fllces of the store 

is large, light purple "swoosh" connecting 

the three seperate entities into one solid 

object. 

The "Swoosh" identifies the space 
as an exclusive Nike store and reinforces 
the brand identity. 

"Nike Midwest" logo targets the 
user group of the "Midwest" 
region. 

Swoosh used a visual connection 
for the three seperate faces. 

Seperate display areas such as 
this throughout the storefront 
feature the latest Nike gear, 
promotions. and apparrel. 

• 





Tbe ceiling is a complex, 

unique, body of mass tbat not only 

extenuates the merchandise but 

adds a dynamic element to tbe 

overall design. Certain parts of tbe 

ceiling 1,Ione drop to add intimacy 

to septtrate nrens of tbe store. In 

order to maintain un openness 

within the interior, other sections 

of the ceiling, like the muin 

walkway, were exposed nllowing 

1.lenty ofbreotbing l'Oum. Cable 

wires shooting between tbe two 

main ceiling planes create a grid 

hovering over the main walkway 

in which merchandise is suspended. 

Tbe ligbting used within 

the merchandise IIble section of the 

store is incaodescent Track lighting 

is used in the separ:lte coves to 

provide uolimited ligbting 

variations. Flourescent lighting is 

used in the stockroom and office 

areas. 
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Seating is placed in strategic 

locations tbrougbout tbe interior of tbe 

store to provide intermediate comfort 

Lee Jofa 

to the wilderness. 

Landscape Fonns 





Throughout the space are these 
interactive kiosk systems that anow 
customers access to tbe entire Nike 
catalogue, the world wide web, and Nike 
"chat rooms." The "chat rooms" :lllow 
customers from an of the specialty stores 
throughout the country to huve 
conversations with one another. For 
e.ample, a shopper at the Nike Midwest 
Columbus store cun have a conversation 
with someone from the Nike Southeast 
Raleigh location. 

The kiosk, in order to maintain 
the Midwest Autumn theme, is designed 
to have the characteristics ora tree. 
8el:ause this is a focal feature in the 
space that shoppers will be looking at 
and interacting with, it is merchandised 
with apparel. The merchandise 
compliments the kiosk without tlJking 
away from its function. The red panels 
located in the upper section of lbe system 
are designed to draw attention to the 
fixture. These panels 8rc used ~IS visual 
elements, as shown in the interior 
j)crslJectivcs, to guide Ilcople throughout 
the sllllce. Nike, lhe world is going 
interactive. Be the pioneer tbut 
introduces this type of system in a retail 
environment. 

Red panel used as key visual 
element to identify area as 
interactive. 

lW h 

Panel made merchandiseable 
as a part of a retail sales 
strategy. 

Touch screen. 

Key pad for "chat rooms". 

ONLINE ACCESS 

the 
internetCHAT ROOM 

COLUMBUSOl: go bucks 

ANN ARBOR04: go wolverines 

RALEIGH03: both you guys need to grow up 
http://www. ......--.com! 

COLUMBUSOl: undefeatable 

RALEIGH03: ACC is the best 

COLUMBUS02: Big 10 all the way 
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Pole to provide cross
merchandising capabilities.. 

The fixtures are designed to be 

flexible, functional, nod powerful three 

dimensional objects within the space. The 

Geometric Swoosh has 11 "boxy" llppearance 

because it is a mass merchandiser. The 

throughout the sllncc. Purple is 

color that will serve ns :1 sed:ttive 

Swoosh, red was uSl-d to accent the clothing. 

The red "swoosh" win draw attention to 

the clothing placed around it. 

Shelving designed to take 
the shape of an abstract 
uswoosh". 

"Waterfall" display feature. 

Rod providing 
IJJ~ product storage. 

I 

m
 
Casters increase 
interior flexibility. 

Adjustable sbelving to 
lifestyle graphic. 
Space provided for 

maximize mass
merchandising. 

Extra sbelving space 
designed to maximize 
fixture's sales output. 

*" -:. 

8 Adjustable sbelving. 
I' 

Fixture is designed to incorporate 
the mass merchandising capabilities 
of the "Geometric Swoosh" as well 
as the sleek., streamline, nppearance ~ 
of the "Standing Swoosh." ~ ~=== ~.-

Casters increase 
interior flexibility. 
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Tbree-dimensionallifestyle 
grapbic identifying tbe space 
Golf. 

Tbe first perspective is of the "Nike Golf' 

area when entering the store on the right side. 
Tiger Woods logo. 

Golf baD piercing through 
ceiliDg plane adding visual 
interest to the space. 

Because there is no interactive kiosk in this area, 
Lifestyle graphic. 

otber three dimensional oblects are used within 

tbe space to draw people to it as opposed to a red 
Cross merchandising causes 

panel. What draw. tbe sbopper into "Nike Golf' visual connection between 
overhead and floor fixtures. 

is tbe golf ball suspended from the ceiling. Also, 

tbe Tiger Woods logo placed on tbe Willi and the 

yellow nagpole add to the identity of the cove. 

The information counter to the left of"Nike Golf' 
Lifestyle graphic. 

talk of the corporation. Merchandise is 

will provide paml,hlets and other literature that - ZF=i
/. / 

)7 - I
I 

TIl~TItM. L 
_~__ . , 

strategically placed throughout the area as an 
IDformatiou desk providing II \ ~ 
literature 'lbout Nike nod the 

obstacle between tbe standing view point and tbe regionnl stores simill)C to these. 
Cross merchandising 
display. witbin the 

targeted destination point perimeter waDs. 

Red "swoosh" placed throughout 
the interior that will function as a 
visual guideline from ODe cove to the 
next. 





After tbe customer is ready to Visual point leading 
people tbrougbt tbe 

exit "Nike Golf', the visual point of space. Lifestyle grapbics. 
Tbree-dimensionallifestyle 
grapbic identifying the space 

interest shifts to anotber spot in tbe store. Tennis. 

The red Ilanel of one of tbe information	 ~ ,/ \ 

iI  \1 ..i~~7::>~'(~'~ ~LI 
kiosks is used to guide tbe sbopper to 

another part oftbe space. Again, in order 

to get to that red panel, the consumer 

must walk by tbe highly merchandised 

Lifestyle grapbic. 
walls. These walls are apart of "Nike	 Cross merchandising causes 

visual connection between o overhead and Ooor fIXtures. 
Tennis". The glass tennis net on the floor 

is os a secondary element that will 

visually connect "Nike Tennis" directly 

to "Nike Bnseball." The customer must Cross merchandising 
displays witbin the 
perimeter walls. 

now make the decision between 

venturing on to tbe red panel to see what 

Glass "tennis court" used as 
lies ill the rear of the storc, or follow the second,lfy form of visual 

communication creating a 
Red "swoosh" placed throughout direct plltbwlIy into Baseballtennis trail directly into "Nike Baseball." 
tbe interior that will function as a 
visulll guideline from tbe Tennis 
cove to tbe red kiosk panel. 





When entering the store 

from the left, the rrrst visual piece 

of interest is the large panel attached 

'chundise that is botb on the 

res nnd suspended from the 

ng is in front of this panel. The 

me strlltegy npplies. In order to 

•.... 
t. nterclmndised fixtures. Secondary
:1 

elements nre used to entice the 

shoppel' into the cove areas. Shown 

~ 
here arc football, bllseball, and 

basketball. Each area is identified 

by a three dimensional element that 

describes tbe individu:II cove 

without word age. For example, the 

three dimensional element for "Nike 

Football" is a large string of an 

actual football connecting to walls 

together, etc. 

Fixture suspended from 
ceiling grid displaying 
merchandise. 

Cross merchandising causes 
visual connection between 
overhead and floor fixtures. 

Red "swoosh" placed throughout 
the interior guiding consumers 
through the space connecting 
the floor graphics to the kiosk 
panels. 

Three-dimensional lifestyle 
graphics identifying the spaces 
as Football, Baseball, and Basketball. 

Visual point leading Lifestyle graphic. 
people throught the 
space. 
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After reaching the first red panel, the 

customer immediately identifies the second, 

which is directly in front of him. As the 

customer follows the curve of the wall, 3n 

occasional piece of merchandise will catch the 

attention of their browsing eyes. As the 

rendeting shows, certain sections of the walls 

~lrC actually offset from the rest to display 

merchandise. In addition to the walls, the 

fixtures placed throughout the space will guide 

the consumer through the pathway as well as 

merchandise the desired product of the store's 

choice. 

Visual point leading
Three-dimensional lifestyle people throught the
graphic identifying the space space.
Tennis. 

Fixture suspended from 
ceiling grid displaying 
merchandise. 

Cross merchandising 
displays within the 
perimeter walls. 

Tile track OD the perimeter of the wlllkway
Cross merchandising causes keeps a steady visnal path through the space 
visual connection between as well us crenting no intermediate barrier 
overhead and floor fixtures. between the main walkway and the individual 

coves. 





No mutter which entrance customers 

walk tbrougb tbey will end up at tbis point, tbe 

rear of the store featuring "Team Sports" and 

UCross Training". The final red p:mel is loc11ted 

consumer 

of pliS'iic that represent 
... 

an a~tFtiCt form. The entire 

customers thlltjOunlCy through it and will assure 

n return engagement. 

Dropped ceiling to 10 feet 
adding intimacy to Team 
Sports. 

Lifestyle graphic. 

./ 

"Nike Midwest" logo 
strengtbening brand
 
identity to target group.
 

Hinged panels maximizing 
product volume in a limited
 
space.
 

Interactive kiosk area.
 

Suspended laminates taking 
the form of leaves reinforcing 
the "Midwest" atmosphere and 
adding color to the space. 

Lifestyle grapbic. 

ADA regulated rampway 
-- .:. leading to Cross Trainiflg. 

Underneath storage for mass 
merchandising of products 
in panels. 
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BRENT .J. ZORJCH	 Local Address Permancnt Addre~s 

(614) 326- 3713	 4554 Sandringham Dr. 1283 Hilton Dr. 
bzorich62I ~llol.com Columbus, Ohio. Reynoldsburg, Ohio. 

INNOVATIVE OESIGN SOI.IITlONS 7.Orich.2@osu.euu 43220 43068 

ZORiCH 

To:	 Mr. Bryce Dugan 3-27-98 
Vice President of Merchandising 
The Nike Corporal ion 
Fax: (503) 532- 7328 

From: Mr. Brent J. Zorich
 
('holle: (614) 326- 3713
 

Dear Bryce, 

I am a senior in Interior Design at the Ohio Statc University. This Spring Quarter as a senior the~is I would 
Iike to develop 1I conceptual retail space for the Nike CorporMion. I waive all rights to any design Ihat I would do for 
your company and I am willing to sign any legal forms needed. I am asking for permission to usc thc Nike name tor 
my thesis. Any additional information that you would provide to me in regards to your company I would weally apprcciate 
for I would have to do re~earch on your competition and your market. My designs will receive feedback from nolonly 
my in~tructors, who arc some of the top professors in lhe country, bUI from interior desillJ1ers and architects from some 
of the top Interior! Architcctural Design finns in lhc world (NBBJ, Fitch, Retaill>lanning Associates, etc.). Nike would 
rcceive a well thought oul conceptual retail environment that is at its disposal. Again, this is totally free of charge. I 
ask for notJling in return except for a letter of reference. Nike will receive copies of all of my research, design development, 
thought process, and tinal presentation that will be entirely at their disposal. Included is a resume that I am sending if 
you feel the need to do any background check on me. I thank you for your time and I am looking forward to working 
wilhyou. 

Sincerely, 



lusodold )JJoJi\I
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Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Introduction 

Zorich Patrick & Assoc is an industrial design firm established in the 1990's 
breaking the barriers in design and technology. ZPA designs separate themselves 
from their competitors by pushing the limits oftechnology, thereby, giving its 
clients an edge that will let them better their journey into the 21 st Century. ZPA 
accomplishes this task through extensive research, planning, exploration, and 
allowing clients available to our services 24 hours a day. Our previous employers 
are all evolutionary leaders in their respected fields. They include Reebok and 
Conagra- just to name a few. 

Our environmental department specializes in creating solutions to enhance the 
desired feel ofa space. We at ZPA realize the many things that are in fact needed 
to bring a space to life. We accomplish this task, time and time again, by 
incorporating the latest technology along with the desired essence of the space, 
developing a solution that makes the client satisfied. 

Our main goal at ZPA is to satisfY you, our customer, 100% to the best ofour 
ability. We are honored that you have selected us to again break the technological 
and design barriers. Now, let us embark on ajoumey, together, that will help lead 
your company into the 21 st century and build a better tomorrow. 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Project Overview 

ZPA thoroughly understands its responsibilities in creating a retail environment 
that will not only better profit the Nike Corporation, but will illuminate with 
design and originality. The space must also reflect style and culture while still 
having the ability to relate to all customers who frequent the environment. The 
main goal is to create a retail environment that will bring you maximum 
commercial use. 

The customer is to be ofall ages and of either sex. ZPA will design do research to 
see what types ofcolors, shapes, and logotypes best appeal to that target 
customer. 

The space is to be approx 5500 square feet and include the following: plenty of 
shelving units; entertainment area for customers; cash wrap area; ; and access to 
the main hallway. In addition, the store must follow the requirements of the 
building that it is being placed. We understand that the store is to be placed on the 
third floor in the City Center in Columbus, Oh. 

ZPA understands that the final documentation is to be finished on May 28th, 1998. 
We also understand that the Nike Corporation is to be updated regularly and 
shown the progression of the store. An interim presentation is to be on April 27th 
to show the direction in which your store is being taken. From your input on that 
interim presentation, the final design will targeted. 

ZPA acknowledges the fact that it is responsible for developing several drawings 
for the store. The floor plans and reflected ceiling plans are to be illustrated so that 
the contractor and architect can get a clear picture of the design, thereby allowing 
them to go into a production phase. The elevations, and perspective drawings are 
to be rendered in a way that will best illustrate the theme and space of the store. 

Our Industrial Design Department will be designing the fixtures that are to be 
placed throughout the store. These designs will include renderings and technical 
drawings that are to be viewed by you on selected dates. We understand how the 
design of these fixtures are incredibly crucial due to the fact that merchandise will 
be sold on these. We also understand that the fixtures must be mobile enough to be 
moved around the store itself. 

Finally, ZPA understand that our contract can be terminated at any time the 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

customer seems fit; but, we will be compensated for the work that we have 
completed up to that time. Most importantly, we are a corporation that you are 
now a part. We appreciate your input on the project at any time and we look 
forward to beginning an honest business relationship. 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Program Structure 

The following paragraphs explain the content of the stages that will be used in 
designing your store: 

objective: the plan or goal or the phase; what we want to accomplish 

key steps: the actual actions that are to be done during this phase 

results: successful accomplishment of the key steps and plans for the next phase 

Phases 

I Preliminary Concept Development 

II Concept Development 

III Design Development 

IV Architectural Development 

V Implementation 

note!: for this particular project ZPA will only actually be doing the first three 
phases. 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Phase I Preliminary Concept Development 

OBJECTIVE: 
To review and document existing market positioning issues, sports appare~ 

and gain the necessary knowledge of the retail design market that will establish 
the foundation for the problem at hand. 

KEY STEPS: 
Research- typed report ofdocumentation of text and field research consisting 

the following: (# indicates maximum hours to complete each 
component) 
~ local codes/ building codes/ ADA- 6 
~ landlord's requirements and criteria- 2 
~ customer profiles- 5 
~ environmentally responsible building products- 6 
~ merchandise assessments/ requirements/ visual 

merchandising opportunities- 1 
~ floor fixtures, display tables, standards, etc.- 3 
~ personnel! equipment/ stockroom! tasks/ anthropometric 

data- 10 
~ current/ future trends in store designs- 10 
~ evaluation of the competition- 5 

Total Hours: __--=-4"'-.8 _ 

Store Audit- report documenting a complete evaluation of a several retail 
store where a similar market is shared. the report can cover the 
following things: 

~	 store location: strategies of location! competition! easy to 
find 

~	 storefront: design! signage/ logo application 
~	 packaging and merchandise 
~	 customer profile 
~	 fixturing: design! layout/ strategic positioning/ moveability 
~	 visual merchandising 
~	 planning and layout: aisles/ traffic patterns/ fixture 

placements/ flooring changes 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

~ lighting: generaV accent/ specialty/ special effects/ design 
relationship 

~ focal points: location! effect desired! purpose/ shape/ color 
~ design: how does it effect customer/ effectiveness/ schemel 

essence 
~ colors, materials, finishes 
~ visual identity: does customer understand the theme of the 

store 
~ cashwrap: location! size/ how many registers/ add on 

merchandise present 
~ total: 5 hours per report 

Total Reports: __4-!..- _ 

Total Hours: __2~O~ _ 

Phase Hours: __~68~ _ 

RESULTS: 
This phase will result in establishing preliminary concepts that will be used to 
begin to direct ZPA into the right direction. Our team ofdesigners will now 
develop sketches and document personal ideas. 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Phase II Concept Development 

OBJECTIVE: 
To refine all of the images from phase one and begin to conceptualize a retail 
solution that best fits the requirements ofthe Nike Corporation. Begin to 
brainstorm possible solutions and ideas in a sketch book format. 

KEY STEPS: 45 hours per schematic store 
Concept Developments- beginnings ofvisual embodiment of two completely 

different store developments. the developments will 
consist of the following: 

~ concept planning 
~ sketch/thought journal kept for reference and client use 
~ entry and access exits 
~ traffic flow and circulation 
~ service and operation function planning 
~ merchandise adjacencies 
~ visual merchandise requirements and presentation 

techniques 
~ image development 
~ color and material schemes 
~ fixturing layout and design 
~ lighting selection and placement 
~ preliminary cost analysis 
~ client review sessions 
~ signage development, logos, lifestyle graphics 

Total Schemes: __2=--- _ 

Phase Hours: __"'-'90"'-- _ 

RESULTS: 
To establish a final design direction through direct feedback with the Nike 
Corporation. 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Phase III Design Development 

OBJECTIVE: 
To transfer all of the previouslyrecorded data in the first two stages and 
prepare a final design for presentation. 

KEY STEPS: 20 hours ofcollecting together feedback from phase two 
Presenting the Nike Corporation the final composition on boards that will 
include a minimum of the following: 

~ floor plan- 2 
~ lighting/ reflected ceiling plan- 2 
~ adjacencies layout- 1 
~ image board- 3 
~ 7 perspectives- 105 
~ color and materials boards- 2 
~ fixture plan- 2 
~ floor covering plan- 2 
~ signage: logo application to interior space, store front 

signage- 5 
~ fixture details ofdisplay tables, and floor fixtures- 30 

Phase Hours: _~1~8~9 _ 

RESULTS: 
Mutual agreement between the Nike Corporation and ZPA. Relaying the 
boards to the architects and engineers for Phase IV. 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Phase IV Architectural Development 

OBJECTIVE: 
To provide a site- specific architectural drawings package for the prototype 
installation. 

KEY STEPS: 
Verification of the actual site and preparation of architectural bound package. 
Handing over all documentation to the Nike Corporation and releasing all 
liability, thereby which the Nike Corporation gets architectural approval and 
begins the contracting stage. 

RESULTS: 
This is a bound package that includes the following: 

~ dimensioned floor plan 
~ storefront design, sections and details 
~ necessary elevations 
~ reflected ceiling plan 
~ schematic lighting plan
~ merchandising plans 
~ orthographic projections of fixtures 
~ colors- what types ofpaint, etc. 
~ materials-specs on what kind ofwoodl plaster/ stone/ 

marble is being used 
~ specifications for all furniture, equipment, hardware 

Phase Hours: __-",5~O _ 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Phase V Implementation 

OBJECTIVE: 
To facilitate the process ofbidding; to personally oversee the actual 
construction of the retail store; and to open the store to the general public. 

KEY STEPS: 
bidding phase: 

~ ZPA will provide documentation reproduction and 
distribution services during the bidding phase 

~ documented packages sent to a minimum of four 
contractors, ifnecessary 

bid evaluation and contract awarding: 
~ ZPA will oversee all conferences between contractors and 

documentation 
~ ZPA will decide which one to pick for the Nike Corporation 

building permit phase: 
~ all contracts are transmitted to the general contractor 
~ IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR 

TO FILE FOR ALL PERMITS 
~ a representative from ZPA is available in case ofemergency 

construction supervision: 
~ ZPA will provide client with two on site supervisions (any 

additional will be charged) 
~ a representative from ZPA is available for merchandising the 

store for an additional charge 
~	 ZPA will due an on site inspection at the end of 

construction to ensure that the structure was built as 
according to plan. 

Phase Hours: __~1~5 _ 

ZPA 
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Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Compensation For Services 

The following is a list ofthe costs to employ ZPA. The phases run as follows: 

ZPA hourly rate: $102.79 

PHASE CONTENT HOURS COST 

I Preliminary Concept Development 68 $6989.72 

II Concept Development 90 $9251.10 

III Design Development 189 $19,427.31 

IV Architectural Documentation 40 $4111.60 

V Implementation 12 .$1541.85 

TOTAL 402 $41,321.58 

A deposit of 30.3% must be paid in the form ofa money order to ZPA in order 
for our firm to undergo the beginnings ofPhase I. 

Supplement payments will be made accordingly during the completion of each 
phase. Payments must be made within fifteen days after the completion ofeach 
phase or an initial (unless other agreements have been made) or an additional 5% 
late fee will be added on to the total bill. 

ZPA shall honor the budget set in the document, but reserves the right to change 
the total amount on additional services not stated in this agreement. Note! The 
total dollar amount does not include the reimbursable expenses or the cost of the 
contractor. Every additional hour spent at the request of the Nike Corporation will 
have a fee ofour standard hourly rate. 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Timeline of Events 

DATE 

April 6th 

7th
 
13th
 

14th
 
16th
 
20th
 
27th
 

28th 
May 4th 

11th 
14th 
28th 

EVENT 

Signing of business proposal 

Begin Phase I 
Meeting: Presentation ofPhase I 

Begin Phase II 
Meeting: Reviewfirst concepts 
Meeting: Further review ofconcepts 
Interim Presentation: Completion ofPhase II 

Begin Phase III 
Meeting: Refinement session of ideas 
Meeting: Further development ofrefinement 
Meeting: Final session of ideas 
Final Presentation 

NOTE: All dates are subject to change based on the discretion of ZPA. 

ZPA
 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

General Terms and Conditions 

REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 
These are the expenses that cover the various forms of communication, 
resources, etc., that benefit the design of the store that our firm expects to be 
reimbursed in full for. They include, but are not limited to, the following: 

~ all travel 
~ lodging 
~ food 
~ postage and delivery 
~ outgoing phone calls 
~ reproduction and distribution ofall drawings, prints, slides 

and photography, illustrative prints, photography, camera 
ready artwork, sketch model expenses, color renderings, 
and any other presentation materials 

ZPA will , to the best of its ability, keep its expenses to a minimum. All 
receipts and records ofexpenditures will be doclUTIented for legal purposes. 
Payments will be made on the same date as the phase payments with all of the 
same regulations applying. 

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES 
These consist of all additional services not that are not already in any ofthe 
phases. All of these services are charged by our standard hourly rate. They can 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

~ preparation of materials and drawings for marketing 
serVIces 

~ on site assistance with fixture installation 
~ visual merchandising of the store 
~ providing additional site visits 
~ structural engineering services 

ZPA 
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Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

APPROVAL 
Zorich Patrick & Assoc will not advance into a subsequent phase without the 
signed approval of the Nike Corporation. 

PLANNING AND DESIGN RECOGNITION 
The Nike Corporation agrees to give appropriate recognition to ZPA as the 
designer of this space. The Nike Corporation also agrees to allow ZPA to 
photograph the store once opened and any time ZPA sees fit thereafter. These 
photos are to be used as portfolio reference to later benefit ZPA. 

CLIENT'S RESPONSIBILITIES 
~ designate a project representative authorized to make 

decisions in regards to this project 
~ make available all technological or operational information 

related to your existing policies or procedures that might 
affect the progress of this project 

~ ensure, by signature, that all documents submitted by ZPA 
are approved in order to make time as effective as possible 

~ furnish any merchandise information needed to develop an 
effective merchandise plan 

~ purchase all fixtures, finishes, and furnishings as specified by 
ZPA and approved by the Nike Corporation 

~ arrange for any building permits, zoning applications, code 
inspections, and similar municipal approvals, as needed 

~ handle any and all steps required for final construction on 
completion ofPhase III 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 
These are any additional services that are not included in the original package. 
Services such as the following will be charged on our standard hourly rate: 

~ making any changes in the drawings after Phase III 
~ any additional hours in any of the phases due to drastic, last 

minute changes made by the contractor or the Nike 
Corporation (last minute defined as within 7 days of the 
projected completion of the phase) 

ZPA 



Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

LIABILITY 
All documentation that ZPA presents to the Nike Corporation is not to be 
considered as final and used for architectural use. ZPA claims no liability to the 
owner for any of these drawings that would be used for final architectural or 
engineering plans. In addition, these renderings and plans are considered to the 
property ofZPA until sold to the Nike Corporation. Any and all plagiarism of 
these documents will result in appropriate legal actions. 

OWNERSHIP 
The Nike Corporation receives all legal rights to do with the final design as he 
sees fit once ZPA is paid the full total. ZPA will then, and only then, give up its 
right ofownership on the final design. 

TERMINATION 
The Nike Corporation has the right to terminate this agreement at any given 
time. On return of the written notice, ZPA shall stop aU work on the project. 
ZPA will be paid for aU of the work done up to that time. Note: all work done 
up to that time of termination still remains the property ofZPA. Any 
duplication or reproduction of any work done by ZPA (including, but not 
limited to, drawings, renderings, research) shall result in immediate legal 
actions. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
Information that is relayed between ZPA and the Nike Corporation shall 
remain confidential during the tenure ofthe business relationship. ZPA will use 
all information as it was initially intended; and upon conclusion or termination 
of this agreement, all information shall be returned to the Nike Corporation. 

PROPOSAL 
This contract is merely a starting point of a basic package. This proposal can 
be amended at any time by ZPA in order to ensure the Nike Corporation that 
they are receiving the most for their money. 

ZPA 
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Zorich Patrick & Assoc 

Closing Stage 

ZPA is pleased to see your show of interest and trust. By signing this agreement 
the Nike Corporation will have become apart of our family. 

We are confident in are abilities to complete the task that you have asked ofus, 
and we need to start as quickly as possible. The designers at ZPA do stress the fact 
ofclient participation. We want you to be an actual part ofour team, not just an 
observer on the outside. 

If there are no further questions, please sign below and send us a copy of this 
agreement along with the initial 30.3% deposit. Upon receiving this, we commence 
into making all ofyour dreams ofcigar store come true. 

Sincerely, 

Brent 1. Zorich 
Senior Design President 
Zorich Patrick & Assoc. 

Accepted By: 

Brent Zorich 
ZPA 

Title 

Date 

ZPA 
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NIKE
 
Athletic shoe titan NIKE is a powerhouse in the world of sports. It is the world's 

#1 shoe company and controls more than 40% of the US athletic shoe market. The compan 
designs and sells shoes for iust about every activity imaginable, including baseball, 
basketball, football, volleyball, cheerleading, and wrestling. NIKE also sells casual shoes 
and a line of athletic wear, including caps, leotards, running clothes, shirts, shorts, and 
uniforms. In addition, it operates NIKETOWN shoe and sportswear stores in several cities, 
including Boston, New York, and Seattle. NIKE sells its products in approximately 110 
countries. CEO Phil Knight owns about 34% of the company. 

1957 Bill Bowerman, the coach, and Phil Knight, the athlete, meet at the University of 
Oregon in Eugene. 

1960 Knight goes to Stanford Business School while U of 0 runners break records in shoes 
handcrafted by Bowerman. 
1962 Knight writes a market research paper about breaking Germany's domination of the 
u.S. athletic shoe industry with affordable, high-tech exports from Japan. After graduation, 
Knight travels to Japan and meets with the Onitsuka Tiger company. When asked who he 
represents, Knight ad libs "Blue Ribbon Sports," giving birth to Nike's forerunner. 
1963 Knight's first shipment of Tiger shoes, 200 in ail, arrives in December. 
1964 Knight and Bowerman each contribute $500 to BRS. Knight works as an accountant 
and distributes shoes at local track meets as Bowerman tinkers with footwear design. BRS 
sells 1,300 pairs of Tiger shoes, gaining $8,000 in revenues. 
1965 Jeff Johnson, a former track rival of Knight's, becomes BRS' first full-time employee. 
1966 Johnson opens the company's first retail outlet. 
1967 Bowerman initiates the development of the Marathon, the first running shoe made 
with a lightweight, durable, nylon upper.
 
1968 Made in Japan to Bowerman's specifications, the Cortez running shoe becomes one
 
of Tiger's largest-selling models.
 
1969 Knight quits his day job. With 20 employees and several retail outlets, BRS approaches
 
$300,000 in revenues.
 

1971 A trading company called Nissho Iwai introduces BRS to import letters of credit,
 
allowing BRS to subcontract its own shoe line. The Swoosh is designed by student Carolyn
 
Davidson for a fee of $35.
 
1972 BRS launches the Nike brand at the U.S. Olympic Trials after a dispute leads to a
 
break between BRS and Tiger. Canada becomes BRS' first foreign market.
 
1973 American record-holder Steve Prefontaine is the first major track athlete to wear
 
Nike shoes.
 
1974 The new Waffle Trainer with Bowerman's famous outsole becomes America's best

selling training shoe. BRS expands to Australia and opens its first American factory at Exeter,
 
N.H. Employees number 250. Revenues reach $4.8 million.
 
1975 The bright future dims when Steve Prefontaine dies before his time.
 
1977 BRS starts Athletics West, the first U.S. track-and-field training club for elite athletes,
 
BRS sells shoes in Asia and subcontracts factories in Taiwan and Korea.
 
1978 Tennis great John McEnroe signs with the company - now officially called NIKE,
 
Inc. Nike shoes are sold in South America and Europe.
 
1979 The Tailwind shoe introduces Nike-Air cushioning. The first Nike apparel line
 
appears. With nearly 50 percent of the U.S. market revenues, Nike is the No.1 running shoe.
 
Nike-shod runners hold every record from 800 to 10,000 meters.
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1980 Nike offers 2 million shares of common stock to the public. The Nike Soort Research 
Lab opens in Exeter, N.H. Employees number 2,700 and revenues top $269 million. 
1981 Alberto Salazar sets a world record in the New York Marathon. Nissho Iwai and 

Nike form Nike-Japan. With 3,000 employees, the company's revenues soar to $457.7 million. 
1982 The apparel line grows to nearly 200 styles and $70 million as Nike undergoes 
massive growth. 
1983 N'ike-shod Joan Benoit shatters the women's world marathon record just before 23 
Nike-supported athletes capture medals in the inaugural World Track and Field Championships 
in Helsinki, Finland. 
1984 At the L.A. Olympics, Carl Lewis wins four golds and Joan Benoit triumphs in the 
first women's Olympic marathon. In all, 58 Nike-supported athletes take home 65 medals. 
International sales take off, reaching $158 million in FY '84. Overall FY revenues reach 
$919.8 million. 
1985 Chicago Bulls basketball rookie Michael Jordan endorses a line of AIR JORDAN 
court shoes arid appareL Reduced earnings cause a "belt-tightening" to bring down costs and 
inventory. Employees top 4,200. 
1986 Revenues pass the landmark billion-dollar mark, reaching $1.07 billion. 
1987 Revenues dip to $877 million, but Nike-Air shoes re-establish Nike as the technological 
leader in the industry. The Air Max shoe gives athletes their first look at Nike-Air cushioning. 
The Air Pe~asus, a Nike classic in its fourth generation, sells its 5 millionth pair. Cross
training emerges as the natural evolution of the fitness revolution. 
1988 The Footbridge stability device streamlines stability shoes. Nike breaks new ground 
with the acquisition of Cole-Haan. 
1989 The Just Do It campaign enters its second year. Nike sales grow through athlete 
endorsements, the "collections" approach to product, and the latest AIR JORDAN basketball 
shoe. Nike's net income reaches a high of $167 million. 

1990 The burgeoning international market helps Nike surpass $2 billion in consolidated 
revenue. Employees number 5,300 worldwide. The Nike World Campus opens in Beaverton, 
Oregon, its seven buildings named after athletes, and the first NikeTown opens in Portland, 
Ore. 
1991 Nike is the world's first sports company to surpass $3 billion in total revenues. The 
Air Huarache running shoe introduces the custom fit. Cross-training goes outdoors with the 
Air Mowabb shoe arid Nike ELI'. apparel. Michael Jordan leads the Chicago Bulls to their 
first NBA Championship. Mike Powell breaks the 23-year-old long jump record in Tokyo. 
The sheer variety of achievements mirrors the breadth of Nike's growth around the world, 
as international revenues increase 80 percent, topping $860 million. 
1992 International revenues increase 32 percent to more than $1 billion for the first time, 
making up 33 percent of total Nike revenues. Andre Agassi defies 50-1 odds to conquer 
Wimbledon. Lynne Jennings wins an unprecedented third consecutive World Cross-Country 
Championship and an Olympic medal. Six Nike hoop heroes lead the Dream Team to a 
flawless Olympic performance. Through an agreement between Nike and U.S.A. Track and 
Field, every U.S. track competitor wears Nike appareL 
1993 Michael Jordan leads the Bulls to their third consecutive championship, then retire 
to baseball. Kenyan Cosmas N'Deti wins his first Boston Marathon and the greatest no-hit 
pitcher in the history of baseball, Nolan Ryan, leaves the mound after 27 years. The Nike 
Environmental ActIon Team forms. Revenues reach $3.9 billion in Nike's sixth consecuw;e 
record year. 
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1994 Nike launches P.L.A.Y. (participate in the Lives of America's Youth), a multi-million 
dollar initiative addressing the need for recreation for kids. P.L.A.Y. includes Reuse-A-Shoe, 
a program that diverts more than 1 million shoes from landfills, grinds them up, and 
reconstitutes them into new court surfaces. Nike sponsors 10 members of the World Cup 
winning Brazilian team. as well as runners-up Italy, the U.S. National Men's and Women's 
Teams and the Chinese National Team. In Australia, Shane Warne becomes the first cricket 
superstar to sign with Nike. In Europe, Nike centralizes distribution at the $138 million 
Laakdal Customer Service Center. 
1995 Nike breaks industry records again. reporting $4.8 billion in revenues. Pete Sampras 
repeats at Wimbledon and Cal Ripken beats Lou Gehrig's consecutive-games-played record. 
Michael Jordan and Monica Seles return to the games they love. Nike gains new presence 
on the field of play. signing licensing agreements with the NFL and Dallas Cowboys owner 
Jerry Jones. Fiery' French striker Eric Cantona challenges racism in soccer in a series of 
Europe-only ads. Zoom Air footwear ushers in a new era for Nike-Air cushioning: sleek, 
low-profile and very fast. 
1996 Mary Pierce wins the Australian open six months before the Atlanta Olympics 
showcase the world dominance of Nike-supported atWetes and teams. Gold is won by the 
U.S. women in basketball, softball and soccer. the Nigerian men's soccer team. Carl Lewis, 
Gail Devers - and the fastest man in the world. Michael Johnson. The stars of Maior League 
Soccer's inaugural season are the fans. supporting their teams - five sponsored by Nike
in unexpected numbers. Brazil teams with Nike In preparation for World Cup '98. Tiger 
Woods wins a record third-consecutive U.S. Amateur title and changes the face of golf. 
NikeTown New York opens. Drafting off the success of the 1994 purchase of Canstar Sports 
Inc. (renamed Bauer). Nike's Equipment Division forms to produce hockey skates. in-line 
skates. protective gear. sport balls. eyewear and watches. Nike's high-performance apparel 
leads yet another banner year, accounting for nearly 31 percent of Nikes $6.5 billion in 
revenues. 
1997 Nike Asia takes off. pushing revenues from $300 million in FY'96 to $800 million 
in FY '97. Two maior Customer Service Centers open outside Seoul. Korea and Tokyo. 
Japan. China becomes both a source country and a vital market for Nike. The expansion of 
the World Campus continues, with plans to house 7,100 of Nike's 16.000 employees. Two
time NFL MVP Brett Favre leads the Green Bay Packers to their first Super Bowl win in 
30 years. Tiger Woods wins The Masters by an unprecedented 12 strokes. becomes Augusta's 
youngest champion and officially begins his reign over golf. The WNBA makes pros of 
America's best women's basketball players. The'Nike AIr GX and Air Foamposite shoes 
bring new levels of comfort to soccer and basketball, respectively. Industry analysts predict 
Nike revenues will reach more than $9 billion. And it all comes down to this: helping athletes 
perform. 
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ORPORATE Profile: Thomas E. Clarke 
PROFILES Position: President, NIKE. Inc. 
~ Stats: Born 8/8/51 in Binghamton, NY; married 

A competitive runner since 1966 (personal-best marathon time of 2:26) and a biomechanics 
Ph.D.• Tom Clarke exemplifies Nike's spirit. Clarke coached the University of Florida 
track team until he earned his master's degree there in 1977. He then moved on to Penn 
State, where he received his doctorate in biomechanics in 1980. 

Fortuitously. his first position at Nike as a researcher at its Sports and Research Lab in 
Exeter. NH. followed directly on the heels of his Ph.D. By 1983. he was Director of Product 
Development~ by 1984. Director of the Beaverton-based Nike Sports Research and 
Development Center. By June of 1994. when he assumed Nike's presidency. Clarke had 
wom- by his own estimation- 10 to 15 different hats at Nike, including that of Corporate 
Vice President of Marketing. 

Current Duties: Tom Clarke's time is equally divided. he says. between financial activities 
like budgeting and planning. sports-marketing strategy and people management. Of the 
three. he' feels the most important- and rewarding- is the last, keeping people working 
together productively and harmoniously. 

Most Fun Part Of Nike: "The great diversity of people here." 

Definition of the Nike Management Matrix: "It's nothing unique." says Clarke. "Any 
company with a cooperative rather than chain-of-command management style is a matrix. 
The matrix stands for cross-divisional work and communication." 

Reading: Mostly American. French. German, Italian. and British magazines from Wired 
to Elle to ensure an overview of global tastes and interests. 

Personal Sports: Running 

Transportation: Alfa Romeo Spider 

Personal Statement: "I can think of no higher praise than to be called a people-oriented 
leader. I hope that I can bring that to my work at Nike." 

~
 



JUST DO IT.i~·i. 

Profile: Philip H. Knight 
Position: Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, NIKE, Inc. 
Stats: Born 2/24/38; married 

A co-founder of Nike and former University of Oregon miler with a personal best of 4: 1O. 
Phil Knight received an MBA from Stanford University. His master's work provided the' 
outline for the business that would become Nike, the world's number-one sports and fitness 
company. 

His theory? High-quality running shoes could be designed in the United States, manufactured 
in Asia, and then sold ill America at lower prices than the then-popular West German
made running shoes. 

With a $500 investment matched by his co-founder and former coach Bill Bowerman, 
Knight began Blue Ribbon Sports (Nike progenitor) in 1964. Off to an uncertain start, he 
sold his shoes out of the back of a station wagon but continued to practice as a C.P.A. and 
teach at Portland State Univ. until 1969. 

The Cortez, the first shoe to appear under the Nike brand, arrived on the athletic scene in 
1972. Since then, Knight has inspired numerous innovations in the business of sports, 
including futures-based ordering; substantial investment in long-term product research and 
development; national media reinforcement of performance and styling ties between product 
and atWete; and the creation of a customer-service program supported by a full-time 
technical team. 

Current Duties: "There is no typical day," says Knight. "Overall, I'd say I listen to my 
colleagues define Nike's business challenges during the day but the answers and ideas 
come when I least expect them- out on a trail run, riding in an airplane." 

Nike's Potential Growth: Knight wants to see Nike become a truly global sports and fitness 
company over the next five years. Global thinking, he stresses, identifies not only potential 
markets but types of sports and atWetes that deserve Nike support. 

Most Fun Part Of Nike: "Watching the progress as measured in different areas, including: 
earnings per share and the less tangible growth of the management team," Knight says, ~ 
"keeps me around." 

Reading: Focuses on Asia, history, and popular fiction but says "there's not a lot of pattern
I browse bookstores as a hobby." 

Personal Sports: Tennis, running and golf. 

Personal Statement: "It's now my iob to create an atmosphere of peace in the chaos of 
business- something I've learned from Asian business style." 

~ 



Employment 

As of January 31, 1998 
Economic & 
Employment 23.606 Number of Nike. Inc. employees worldwide 
Profile 19.524 Number of Nike employees worldwide 

4.082	 Number of Nike, Inc. subsidiary employees worldwide AmJORD.~·~ 
12.979 Number of total Nike. Inc. U.S. employees 
7,837 Number of Nike employees outside the U.S. ~.	 ~.-5,363 Number of Nike Oregon employees
 
1,700 Number of Nike Tennessee employees "
 

'l; 

~~ ~195	 Number of Nike North Carolina employees ..~) 
. " 
~ 
~ Shareholder Value 

eNike shareholders have seen the stock price rise 3686% since Nike 
went public in 1980. 

eNike shares have gone from $1.375 to $52.06 in that time. 

eNike's market capitalization (i.e. the value of Nike as determined by 
the market price of Nike stock times the shares outstanding) has 
increased more than $14 billion since the corporation went public 
... from $386 million to more than $15 billion. 

United States Economic Profile REECE 

12,979	 Number of total Nike, Inc. U.S. employees as of 1/31/98 

1,100	 Number of Nike manufacturing jobs in the U.S. 

74,000	 Number of employees employed with other large and small 
businesses in retail jobs as a result of Nike's 1996 sales (see 
footnote)$361 milllonU.S. payroll paid $342 millionFederal 
taxes paid75 millionNumber of apparel units made for Nike 

in	 the U.S. 40 percentAmount of Nike's apparel made in U.S. (30 
factories; 4,000 garment full-time factory workers, 350 materials 
mills factory workers) 

$10.5	 Amount in cash/products donated to non-profits globally 

Footnote 
Methodolo~ used looks at avera~e revenue ~enerated per retail athletic ~oods employee and 
then divides that li~ure into Nike's 1996 sales converted to retail dollars. Under these assumptions, 
Nike accounted for nearly 74.000 retail positions in the u.s. alone. assumim~ that these iobs 
would not exist otherwise (i.e. that the loss oj our sales and thusjobs would not be compensated 
by another brand selling more product). 

This number excludes u.s. workers who were employed through Nike domestic spending 
involved in the jollowing activities: 
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Beaverton, Ore. (March 12, 1998) 

NIKE, INC. ANNOUNCES DETAILS OF U.S. JOB REDUCTIONS 
- Severance Packages Offered Include Pay. Extension of Health Care Benefits, Continued 
Access to Employee Child Care Program, Outplacement Services, Career Fair, Low Interest 
Loans and Relocation Assistance -

Nike. Inc., today informed its employees about the reductions it will make later this month 
in its workforce in the United States and the severance packages that will be offered. 

In totaL Nike. Inc. currently estimates that it will eliminate approximately 450 full-time 
U.S.-based employees. or three-and-a-half percent of its total U.S. workforce. At its Oregon 
headquarters. jobs are being reduced by approximately 250. Further job reductions are being 
made outside the U.S. Details of those reductions will be made when the company releases 
its third-quarter earnings on March 18, 1998. 

"In response to the impact of the Asian economic crisis and the slowdown in our U.S. 
footwear business we have to make some difficult but necessary decisions to reduce our 
costs." Nike President and Chief Operating Officer Tom Clarke told employees. "All of us 
have seen friends and long-time colleagues leave the company recently. And that's tough 
on everyone." 

"We have worked hard to make this process as fair as possible. and we are offering affected 
employees competitive severance arrangements to help them transition to their next job," 
Clarke added. 

Impacted U.S. employees will be offered a severance package designed to be a fair and 
equitable bridge or transition to their next career opportunity. Severance pay offered will 
range from two weeks to one year's salary depending on job tenure and level. For instance, 
an entry-level worker with Nlke, Inc. for less than a year will be offered one-and-a-half 
months' severance pay. 

A mid-level worker with the company for five years will be offered up to four- and-a-half 
months' severance pay. A senior executive with Nike, Inc. for 15 years would be offered 
up to 10-and-a-half months' severance pay. 

The severance package being offered to affected employees also includes: 

-Three months' continuation of medical. dental and vision coverage the employee has in 
force -Outplacement services -100 percent vesting of 401(k) matchffig contributions -Access 
to low interest emergency bridge loans through the Bank of America to supplement the 
severance package and assist impacted employees. -Relocation assistance for emplovees 
who have been hired and relocated in the past year Continuation of tuition reimbursement 
for the remainder of the term for those currently emolled in an approved course -Acces 
to the Joe Paterno Child Care Center until the end of the present school year (June 19, 1998 
for those currently emolled 
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Nike, Inc. has contracted with Right/Chapel Stowell (based in Lake Oswego, Ore.), a 
worldclass outplacement firm, to provide help to all impacted employees. Services include 
access to a local career center equipped with training rooms, computers, faxes and phoneu. 
The center will be staffed with outplacement counselors, word processing personnel and 
job developers. Employees will receive counseling, career assessment, resume preparation., 
'interviewing training/coaching, and job leads. Employees in locations outside Oregon will 
receive similar services from one of the consultant's local offices. 

In addition, Nike, Inc. has organized a career fair will be held in late-April in Portland, 
Ore., to which more than 20 local and national companies have indicated they will attend. 

"I have seen numerous job force reductions in the past," said Annelies Anderson, senior 
vice president with Right/Chapel StowelL "I feel very strongly that Nike is doing a very 
thorough, compassionate and caring set of planning and details not only to help the 
impacted employees but the retained employees as welL" 

Nike, Inc. has been through two workforce reductions in the past. In 1987, it cut its iob 
force by 269. In 1993, it reduced 459 jobs. After both instances, Nike's business rebounded 
significantly. In the past four years, Nike has more than doubled its ~orkforce from 8,100 
to 19,000 jobs. 

Address: NIKE, Inc. Ticker Symbol: NKE CEO: Philip H. Knight
One Bowerman Dr. Exchang'e: NYSE CFO: Robert Harold 
Beaverton, OR 97005-6453 Fiscal Year End: 05/31 
Web Site: http://info.nike.com Sales Year: 1997 
Phone: 503-671-6453 Sales (millions $): 9186.5 
Fax: 503-671-6300 l-Yr. Sales Change: 41.97% 
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BUSINESSMARCH 30,1998 VOL. 151 NO. 12 
-
Taking A Look Inside Nike's Factories 

By BILL SAPORITO 

Last week an activist group called the National Labor Committee accused Nike and other 
companies of running virtual slave factories in China, alleging that workers are habituall 
overworked and underpaid. It's the kind of charge Nike has faced, and denied, repeatedl, 
regarding its operations in Asia. Nike subcontractors employ nearly 500,000 workers in plan 
in Indonesia, China and Vietnam. 

TIME visited Nike plants in China and Vietnam recently and found them to be modern, cl~ 
well lighted and ventilated, and paying decent wages by local standards--although by no 
means are they trouble free. Make no mistake: these are factories, not amusement parks, and 
even in developing Asia, where iobs are scarce and getting scarcer, this is not the employment 
of choice. It's low-tech assembly work that hasn't changed much since Nike chairman Phil 
Knight first started sourcing sneakers in Japan 35 years ago. Since then, the work has migrat 
in search of ever cheaper labor. 

At the Yueyuan Factory No.3 in Dongguan, in the Guangdong province of China, Zhanj! 
Jinming, 21, who comes from the poor inland province of Jiangxi, runs a stamping machine. 
"I work here because I have to earn a living, but it's boring work. When I have money. I'll 
go back," he says. rTIME used its own interpreters.l The average monthly wage is 600 
renminbi, or $73. The company provides meals and living quarters in spartan although 
adequate dorm rooms that sleep 12 and offer individual storage closets and ceiling fans for 
the summer. In Vietnam, by comparison, the minimum wage is $40 a month, and workers 
must pay for such accommodations. 

Indisputably, there have been cases where supervisors abused workers, including a well
known incident at Pou Chen's Bien Hoa plant in Vietnam when several women fainted while 
being forced to run laps around the perimeter of three warehouses as a punishment. Workers 
there have no confidence in the grievance system, and some still fear reprisal from bosses. 
"The manager wants us to meet the regulated number," says a 27-year-old woman. "When 
we don't and there's a gap, they force us to work extra to meet the Quota." Workers have also 
complained that they were paid as temporaries for longer than the law allowed, and not ---=-
automatic raises after one year, as required. Nike says it has fixed those problems. 

Another huge issue is the question of a fair wage. "Americans pay $100 for a pair of sh 
that a worker gets $3 a day to make," says Kimberly Miyoshi of San Francisco's Glo 
Exchange. "They pay Michael Jordan $40 million to endorse them. Can't they find more 
money to pay the workers?" The short answer is no. Corporations pay the going rate for 
wherever they are. And Nike maintains that the rate is good. Research conducted by Da:rtIno1.CI 
College, for instance, found that Nike subcontractors in Indonesia and Vietnam paid 
subsistence levels, allowing workers to save a portion of their earnings. TIME found 
to be true at Yueyuan. 

....,........
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Nike says it has a staff of 1,000 labor-practices managers enforcing a program the company 
calls shape--an acronym for Safety, Health, Attitude of Management, People, Environment. 
"We are the only company that has people dedicated exclusively to labor-practice enforcement, 
says Brad Figel. Nike's Washington lobbyist. Outside auditors as well as nongovernmental 
organizations have also had a look. 

But Nike's critics have argued that the company cannot monit~r work 
standards credibly with its own staff or with hired guns such as former .V~ 
United Nations ambassador Andrew Young, whom Nike paid to visit .-..: 
plants in China, Vietnam and Indonesia. He concluded that "Nike is 
doing a good iob ... but Nike can and should do better." Activists 
dismissed his report as propaganda. Of course, if Nike can't reverse 
its recent sales trends, lob conditions won't be a problem for many 
of these workers. They won't have jobs. 

--With Reporting by Tim Larimer !Bien Hoa And Terry Mccarthy 1D0ngguan 

"You have to meet the quota before you can go home. 

She hit all 15 team leaders in turn from the first one to the fifteenth... 

The physical pain didn't last long, 
but the pain I feel in my heart will never disappear. 

The above statements were made by Thuy and Lap, woman workers at Nike plant in 
Vietnam, and reported by CBS in October 1996. However disturbing those comments 
might have been, they turned out to be but a scratch on the surface of a far more horrendous 
reality -- confirmed, Quantified, and fully documented in a March '97 report by Vietnam 
Labour Watch during its visit to Vietnam. Similiar horrible conditions are corlfirmed in 
Nike factories in China as documented in a Sep '97 report from Hong Kong Christian 
Industrial Committee and Asian Monitor Resource Centre. 

After a whole year of denying the labor problems documented by CBS News, Nike can 
no longer hide behind its multi-million public-relation campaign. An internal Nike document 
was le'aked to the New York Times. The New York Times front-page article, "Nike Shoe 
Plant in Vietnam Is Called Unsafe for Workers" , finally exposed many horrible labor 
conditions at a Nike factory. 

Despite its progressive image in the United States, Nike is a very different company in 
Vietnam and in other Asian' manufacturing operations. Reports of physical abuse. s'e 
abuse, salary below minimum wage and a debilitating quota systems are confirmed by 
CBS News as well other NGOs. 

In response to these reports, Vietnam Labor Watch, an alliance of ordinary people has 
ioined the Nike protest started by the Working Group on Nike -- a coalition between 
'Interfaith Center of Corporate Resonsibility, Press for Change, Development and Pea 
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Global Exchange, Campaign for Labor Rights, National Organization of Women, Clean
 
Clothes CampaIgn, Community Aid Abroad, Justice Do It Nike and several other NGOs.
 
These organizatIons work together to persuade Nike Corp. to treat their overseas workers
 
fairly. (Not all members of the Working Group on Nike advocate a boycott of Nike products.)
 

Please help this effort by signing two letters. The first letter is for President Clinton asking
 
for his help. The second letter is to Nike's CEO, Mr. Phil Knight, urging him to resolve
 
these issues in the spirit of human decency. We also urge you to refrain from buying Nike
 
products until corrective actions are taken to improve these abhorrent working conditions,
 
which have proven to be insulting to human dignity and neglectful of human conscience.
 

Please consult the facts and support this simple and necessary effort. Nike is a consumer
 
oriented company and will respond to public pressure. The power of One is the starting
 
point of power for All.."
 

Take Action Now!
 
Protest, nike@saigon.com 98 Footwear
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
 
April 3, 1998
 

STATEMENT BY NIKE REGARDING ESPN's
 
"Made In Vietnam: The American Sneaker Controversy"
 

Nike's ardent supporters and vocal critics are both correct: we lead the athletic footwear 
industry, we care about our workers and are working hard to create safe working conditions. 
If problems arise, we simply fix them. We have made a lot of progress but we need to 
continue to improve daily. 

No abuse of any worker anywhere in our contract world is tolerable. None. Zero. When 
any such abuse occurs, we take action and expect our contract factory management to 
take action to punish the violator, make restitution to the victim, and to put in place 
training and other steps that help to prevent any further such behavior on the part of a 
manager. 

In the incident cited by ESPN, where a Vietnamese line supervisor acted in an inappropriate 
manner toward workers, we asked for assistance in identifying the supervisor involved. 
When no such assistance was forthcoming from ESPN, we asked the factory management 
to re-double its training on management, and to assure Nike that any such behavior woul 
be promptly dealt with. The identity of one supervisor was revealed in the broadcast. Th 
contractor will be required to investigate and take appropriate corrective action. In a 
separate incident reported by ESPN that occurred at the Sam Yang facility, Nike acD 
swiftly and meted out an appropriate monetary fine and disciplinary action to the superv' 
involved. That is the Nike standard. 

~ 
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Wages 

However, the ESPN broadcast also raised two other fundamental issues that require more 
detailed explanation: wages and worker health and safety. 

Wages may seem low by Western standards, but Vietnam is a country where the average 
person earns $240 per year. The salary of the average Nike contract factory worker in 
Vietnam, $552, exceeds that level by a factor greater than two~ exceeds the mandated 
government minimum wage~ and far outstrips most other indices of what constitutes a 
good salary in Vietnam. That would include the average incomes of many other Vietnamese 
professions, such as teachers, soldiers and peace officers. 

A growing body of research on our worker wages from Dartmouth College, local in
country non-governmental organizations and our auditing firm Ernst & Young give us 
great confidence that the wages paid these workers are sufficient to provide income well 
beyond their basic needs. One such study indicated that workers are able to save varying 
percentages of their incomes and 54% of the workers owned TVs and VCRs. 

Environmental health and safety of the factories 
The broadcast also focused on the use of toluene as a potential health hazard and a 
contributor to poor air quality in our factories. Toluene - when used in harmful concentrations 
and unchecked by ventilation and proper personal protection - can be inlurious to health. 
Indeed, toluene can be found in many household products, such as the spray paint used 
to touch up a rusty piece of garden furniture. 

At Nike, we are very concerned about worker exposure to toluene. During the past four 
years, Nike contractors have been converting their assembly lines to safer non-toxic water
based adhesives. Like shifting from turpentine-based paints to water-colors, this changeover 
has had a tremendously positive impact on the indoor air quality in Nike contract factories. 
Three out of four assembly lines in Nike contract facilities now use this water-based 
adhesive. Our goal is to lead the industry by eliminating solvent-based adhesives and 
potentially harmful substances such as toluene, the current standard in all other buyers' 
contract footwear factories, by June 1999. At the one factory ESPN did visit, Tae Kwang 
Vina, Nike also oversaw installation of new ventilation systems, and the training of 
managers. Though the factory is not perfect, the $500,000 it invested in these improvements. 
coupled with a greater awareness of the health issue, has definitely had a positive impact. 
A recent re-audit of that facility by Ernst & Young found marked improvements. Even 
ESPN's report acknowledged acceptable ventilation within the factory. 

In January 1998, Nike's outside health expert met with Vietnamese testers to review their 
methodology. Clearly, Vietnamese testers have the health and safety of the worker in min 
as do we, they admittedly do not possess the equipment nor even the basic laboratorie: 
to be able to conduct precise industrial hygiene testing. 

In addition, it is time to put to rest the absolutely false claim that 18 months ago work 
in the Tae Kwang Vina factory were exposed to levels as high as 177 times the Vietnam 
standards for permissible exposure. This concept - and that specific figure - was iden . 
over a year ago in an Ernst & Young audit. That audit cited a local Vietnamese govern.rne:n: 
health survey that indicated levels of solvent fumes extremely harmful to he:alth. an, 
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many times in excess of the Vietnamese standards. We knew these test results were 
inaccurate based upon earlier testing conducted at Nike's request in July 1996 by an 
international environmental specialIst. Using a second internationally certified tester, 
Reliance Insurance, we have since re-verified that no worker at that factory or any 
other we have tested faces anything like the levels, or frequency, of exposures cited. 

Epilogue 
The report served to illustrate the global nature of today's economy. Indeed, ESPN is 
itself a part of that economy, in that its corporate parent has apparel (including ESPN 
logo apparel) manufactured in thousands of contract factories around the globe. The 
task of overseeing the labor practices in a universe of factories that numerous and 
diverse is a daunting task. We know, as we appreciate how difficult it is with even a 
few hundred Nike contractors to oversee. 

We take our manufacturing responsibilities seriously. We are concerned about the health 
and safety of our workers and would never willingly or intentionally place our workers 
in physicaljeopardy or unhealthy environments. 

We welcome an ongoing dialogue with labor and human rights groups, universities, 
other global manufacturers and consumers and are always open to solutions to enhance 
the experience of the 500,000 workers who manufacture our product daily. 

(More Labor Practice information is available under the Responsibility menu at the 
top of this web site.) 

-=::=1'HE [posted 1998-03-26 10:46:18] 
"'OUBTERS 
~ Maybe Nike Can't 

by ISWire Staff Writer 

Washington, DC, MAR. 25 (ISWire Sports Beat) - It has already been a tumultuous 1998 
for Nike Inc. -- and now comes word the athletic shoe and apparel giant will be slashing 
the swoosh even further by cutting worldwide marketing by as much as $100 million. 

Nike sidelined the mother of all catch phrases, "Just Do It," in order to install "I Can" as 
the new company credo, but the new phrase has yet to fly with consumers, prompting 
Nike's toothless if not swooshless return to the drawing board. 

The revisiting of the "I Can" campaign is startling since this maior promotion was widelv 
advertised and launched the world's iargest sports showcases around, the Super Bowl and 
the Olympics. 

"Our problem has not been too much marketing," said Nike founder and chief executive 
officer Phil Knight, "but ineffective marketing." 
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Nike recently announced a layoff stemming from a previous admission that the company 
would not meet earnings projections for the fourth quarter of fiscal 1997. Nike has also 
experienced a 15 percent drop in revenue from 

United States athletic footwear and apparel for the third quarter of fiscal 1998. Nike is 
attempting to determine what ways they can scale back marketing spending in order to 
contribute to an overall planned $325 million cost-cutting initiative. 

Published reports have placed Nike's advertising spending in 1997 at about $891 million 
the company almost matched its entire United States spending on advertising in 1996, 
$191 million, in the first three months of 1997 with $137 million. On the horizon for 
Nike include a $40 million marketing thrust into the soccer market to coincide with 
World Cup 98 in France. Nike also has the launch of its new line of athletic shoes and 
apparel under the brand name Alpha slated for a late 1998 debut. 

The financial dilemma Nike has undergone was blamed largely on the crisis in regression 
of the Asia market as well as a youth market in the United States shifting to hiking 
boots or "brown shoes." Nike enioyed stratospheric success in fiscal 1997 when United 
States apparel sales rose to $1.43 billion as opposed to $338.5 million in 1994. 

After this iump, Nike invested heavy into the outfitting of professional and collegiate 
sports teams, including designing the National Football League (NFL) Denver Broncos 
new uniforms and logo. In fact, Nike even claimed a small degree of responsibility for 
the Broncos reaching and winning Super Bowl XXXII the first year sporting their new 
Nike uniforms. The company saw an enormous jump in total sales between 1994 and 
1997 $3.79 billion to $9.19 billion. 

NIKE'S RESPONSE TO ANDREW YOUNG'S REPORT 
ON THE NIKE CODE OF CONDUCT 

Our NIKE Code of Conduct sets out a basic goal - for NIKE, and for all of our 
business partners - always to do what is expected, as well as required, of a leader. 

In this spirit, in February, we decided to seek a separate and independent assessment 
of the extent to which our contractors are complying with that Code. We turned 
to one person we thought had three attributes that would make that assessment 
most valuable. 

First, a truly independent voice. Second, a person with experience and understanding 
of the developing world, where most of the world's apparel and footwear products 
are made. And third, someone who was not party to the issue, who would bring a 
fresh perspective to bear. 

Andrew Young, former United Nations Ambassador, lifelong human-rights advocate, 
with a wealth of experience in labor and factory issues, was an obvious choice. 

Today, after six months of investigation, Ambassador Young delivered his report. 
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His overall assessment is that we are doing a "good job." But good is not the 
standardNIKE seeks in anything we do. 

We are acting now to improve in every area where he suggests we improve. 

His recommendations, and our response, are: 

1. Recommendation: "NIKE should continue its efforts to support and implement 
the provisions of the Apparel Industry Partnership." 

Action: NIKE was the first company to ioin. We will continue to work with our 
Partnership colleagues from the apparel industry, and related labor, human rights, 
religious and consumer fl;roups. NIKE is represented on all of its various 
subcommittees, addressing implementation of the new Code and its monitoring 
principles. The most-recent meeting was held the very day Ambassador Young 
presented his report to us. 

We will carry this message of industry, labor and rights groups cooperation to all 
of our business partners and others in the industry. We will urge other apparel and 
retail companies to sign on. In the past two weeks we have already begun to do 
this with other athletic, dress and casual footwear companies. 

2. Recommendation: "NIKE should take more aggressive steps to explain and 
enforce the Code of Conduct." 

Action: As a result of comments made during Ambassador Young'S factory 
inspection tour in March and April, NIKE reinforced implementation of the Code 
of Conduct and its monitoring principles by conducting eight weeks of training for 
NIKE production people and contract factory management in Asia, in 11 countries 
and 15 cities. We will follow up by: 

O.Ensuring that contractors provide every employee with renewed Code of Conduct 
training and a simplified, written form of that Code. 

a.Redoubling our efforts to ensure that every NIKE contract factory has the Code 
posted visibiy in every maior workspace, iIi the language of both the worker and 
the manager, when those languages are different. 

b.Add to our auditing procedures to assure that the Code of Conduct is understood, 
that training, posting and personal copies of the Code have the desired impact: that 
workers truly understand their rights, and management its obligations. 

3. Recommendation: ''NIKE should take proactive steps to promote the development 
of 'worker representatives' in the factories who can effectively represent the workers' 
individual and cumulative interests." 
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Action: NIKE contract-factorv-worker representation spans a broad spectrum around 
the world, from worker-management committees to full trade unions. NIKE will 
survey existing worker-representation processes and require each of our contract 
factories to redouble its efforts to assure that workers truly have a voice in workplace 
Issues. 

4. Recommendation: "NlKE should insist that the factories which manufacture its 
products create and enforce a better grievance system that allows a worker to report 
a complaint without the fear of retribution and abuse." 

Action: NIKE will survey existing grievance procedures in our contract factories 
and with other industries and factorY groups. We will require each of our contract 
factories to adopt and implement one of several model procedures, as appropriate 
to its size, current representation system, and the effectiveness of that current system. 

In addition, NIKE will create several pilot ombudsman proiects to determine how 
well an outside voice can supplement and enhance the grievance procedure. 

5. Recommendation: "NIKE should expand its dialogue and relationship with the 
human-rights community and the labor groups within the countries where they 
produce goods and with their international counterparts." 

Action: NIKE has already begun this process. Starting in maior source countries, 
we are seeking to establish regular sessions with groups that can foster productive 
dialogue on contract-labor issues. The Apparel Industry Partnership and a quarterly 
conference call with concerned investor groups are two of several forums in which 
we will continue to address these issues with affiliated and interested international 
parties. 

6. Recommendation: "NIKE should consider some type of 'external monitoring' on 
an ongoing basis as a way to demonstrate its commitment to the Code of Conduct 
and to insure its effective application." 

Action: Specifically, Ambassador Young recommends two steps: (a) establish an 
ombudsman function, and (b) establish a small panel of distinguished international 
citizens to provide a continUIng oversight role similar to that undertaken by the 
ambassador. We're already doing the fIrst, as noted above. We're working now to 
appoint an international oversight panel to fulfill the second. 

Because NIKE is a leader, we have decided to take further steps beyond Ambassador 
Young's recommendations, but speaking to issues he raised. 

~ 
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1. NIKE will strengthen the penalty system for contract factories found in violation 
of the NIKE Code of Conduct. ThIs includes escalating monetary penalties, whose 
proceeds will fund: (a) remedial action to correct the violation or (b) investment in 
worker education, recreation or habitability-enhancement programs. 

2. We are determined that the 500,000 iobs created by NIKE's contract relationships 
around the world continue to be the best lobs in the business. If any contractor 
consistently fails to adhere to our Code of Conduct, we will terminate their relationship 
withNIKE. 

3. With our partner factories, NIKE will establish an ongoing training system for 
managers and supervisors that includes (a) basic people-management skills~ (b) education 
in local culture for expatriate managers and (c) learning the local language. 

4. Ambassador Young has identified the need for a higher level of host-country 
management in factories owned and operated by foreIgn investors. NIKE will assess 
current levels of indigenous management, and establish action plans with each contractor 
to assure that local management is integrated at the highest levels. 

5. NIKE will continue to test pilot proiects to measure the effectiveness of independent 
monitoring by third parties. To date two such projects have been undertaken in two 
countries. A third is under way. 

NIKE will implement each of the actions noted above by Jan. 31, 1998, and then 
reassess further steps or the enhancement of those already taken. 

In addition, NIKE will continue to implement a comprehensive factory inspection 
program, called SHAPE (Safety, Health, Attitude of Management, People Investment, 
Environment) in all contract factories worldwide. Our aim is to ensure that every aspect 
of the factory work experience meets NIKE standards, from fire drills and sanitation 
to worker training and recreation programs. 

Since 1994 NIKE has had independent auditors test factory compliance with our Code 
of Conduct. We are encouraged that Ambassador Young has found these audits to be 
"professionally done, (and) rigorous." We will redouble our efforts to assure they are 
an effective tool. By Aug. 1, 1997, NIKE will have in place a single, unified set of 
instructions to make sure that every independent audit, anywhere In the world, by any 
auditor, is done to the same standard. 
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NIKE management appreciates not only the independence and 
objectivity that Ambassador Young has brought to these issues, but 
the many other voices in government, the human rights, labor, religious, 
consunier and business communities, that have also contributed 
valuable insight. 

Ambassador Young has demonstrated - on his assignment for NIKE, 
but also over 40 years of public and private service in human-rights 
arenas - that these issues are always best served by reasoned, honest 
and respectful discussion. We are committed to that course. 

Talk to us. Ambassador Young's Report. 
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During regular day hours Niketown Chicago stands out on Michigan Ave. 
Although the actual building is somewhat of a bland color, the bright red Swoosh 
quickly identify the interior. After your eye is first captured by the Swoosh, the four 
vibrant banners, decorated with several of Nike's most prominent athletes and attached 
to the structure, lead your eye to the top of the building, where your eyes gaze upon 
the very powerful "NIKETOWN". This is an excellent architectural collage. The 
original architecture and design of the building is not distorted enough to make the 
building seem out of place on the street, but enough color is added to the piece to 
clearly identify the store. The building is beautifully blended in with the scene and 
the composition of bright colors works well with the very bland building structure. 
In the evening however, the building seems to fade away. Due to a poor exterior 
lighting, someone from out of town would have great difficulty, as I did, finding the 
store downtown. The very powerful "NTKETOWN" is not at all visible in the brightly 
lit Chicago street. Due to all of the vibrant colors of downtown, the Swoosh, which 
is the only thing lit. is not even very readable. Perhaps if the symbol were made of 
some sort of glass that could light up in the evening and possess a more vibrant flare 
on the Chicago strip. 



One of the most interesting 
things about the store front of 
NIKETOWN Chicago are the 
amazing sculpture pieces that are 
positioned evenly on the exterior 
columns. The pieces, as you can see, 
are of different athletes accelerating 
in their sport. The intriguing feature 
about this is watching these pieces 
come right out of the wall at you. 
They seem to be detaching 
themselves from the building. This 
hint of surrealism adds that extra 
subtle punch to the front of the 
building. If you notice, the figures 
are also a very monotone color. The 
metallic color still gives the 
appearance of an architectural piece, 
but the motion of the athletes brings 
the building to life. An excellent. well 
crafted fea"ture. ' 



The interior architecture in this facility is laid out in a very 
complex fashion. There are walls shifting and undulating throughout 
the entire area. The space itself is actually quite interesting to look at. 
On immediate entry, you are halted by an information area that has 
store maps available. These maps are necessary in order to easily 
maneuver throughout the space. When walking through this monolith 
of a store, one can easily get lost. Although the signage is quite 
interesting, in most circumstances it fails to identify the designated 
areas from afar. The customer tends to be wandering around in this 
endless maze trying to find their way around. Fortunately for the store, 
it has such a strong theme, that most of the customers don't seem to 
mind. However, from a design standpoint, the interior space could 
have been planned for a more user accessible environment. 

The openness of the space gives the interior a never ending 
feel. From standing in the courtyard, you can look directly up and see 
the top ceiling of the five story building. The ceiling is a neutral color 
(dark gray, black). The shopping areas are divided Into three floors. 
The merchandise is not evenly distributed on these floors; and once 
again, the customer has the tendency to get lost in the space. I asked 
the sales people several times where I was in the store. The attempt 
is made to conceal the confusing layout by trying to overwhelm the 
customer with two and three dimensional signage. 

The sign of a completelY user friendly environment is one in 
which the customer feels completely at ease with .the space that is 
being used. The customer should not feel the need to have to ask 
lluestions in a space in order to become completelY oriented with that 
environment. Although the plan of the space, as seen in the STORE 
MAP, seems to be laid out very simply and easy to follow, the actual 
space itscl f is quite confusing. 

There is a strategy with keeping a customer disoriented. This 
pivcs lhc soles lorcc the opportunity to approach customers and begin 
tlldl' il1dividlllll slll<.:s pilch, nlli. lor the customer who wants to get in 
"11111111 III Ill(' 'lllll'l' IIH qlll('kly liS pnssihle NI KFTOWN can be a 
1111'4tl'lltlllH l'l(pt"II'lIi i 

This particular window piece is exactly 
what a designer loves to see! Seeing the model, 
the plans, and conceptual sketches made the 
space seem more lifelike again. It gave the 
artist behind this space credit where credit was 
due. It allowed the world a sneak peak at what 
designers do on an everyday basis: 
conceptualization, mock construction, and 
implementation. 



This is but one of the various ceiling elements used in the 
space. The light wood adds character to the space because it 
brings in the warmer elements of the outside and includes them 
in the interior design. At the same time, these elements do not 
take away from the l?raphics or the function of the space- which 
is a basketball court. 



The majority of the lights used 
are warm incandescent lights. This 
lighting choice will not only make the 
interior seem more of a warmer 
environment, they will also accentuate 
the skin tones of the customers as well 
as the light brown wood. 



This adjustable track lighting works well with 
the interior scheme. One of the good features about 
both of these images is how the lighting follow a 
curve and has a shape of its own. The recessed 
canister lights give additional lighting to the 
merchandising displays. These style of lights were 
used throughout the space due to their flexibility. 
The lights are small enough to fade into the ceiling 
plane causing no visual distraction from the 
merchandise being sold. That is the purpose- to give 
light where light is needed in the space without taking 
away from the merchandise. Good job Nike! 
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One of the greatest ideas for a floor covering plan
 
that I have ever seen- an interactive floor. The television
 
tubes are used as promotional devices. This feature allows
 
the customer an extra entertainment while browsing through
 
the area. This concept is incredibly brilliant. Now while
 
you are trying on golf shoes you can watch Tiger Woods
 
winning the 1997 Masters. This will connect the customer
 
to the merchandise by actually showing it in use by a
 
celebrity. This marketing trick is used to to put this idea
 
in the customer's head, "If I where these shoes, I'll play
 
like Tiger." Now, instead of buying those $50.00 golf shoes,
 
h~ buys the most expensive ones because Tiger wears them.
 
(ir(.;al idea Nike! 

The floor is very complex 
and incredibly done. I like the 
use of color on the tile because 
it allows the user to follow a 
"yellow brick road" throughout 
the entire space, yet it is not so 
powerful as to distract the user 
Irom the merchandise. Sewer 
cans arc added to (he more bland 
un.:as of the lIoor. These urcus 
lin..' <h.:siglll:d 10 look Iii," 



The fitting rooms are very basic- as they 
should be. Included in them are the standard things: 
clothing hook, bench, and shutting door for privacy. 
A point of interest is the clothing hook. The shape 
of the hook adds character to a somewhat typical 
dressing room. The Swoosh gives the room the 
subtle hint of planned design as opposed to just 
the boring usual. 



These first examples of merchandising combine 
lifestyle graphics along with the athletes featured sport 
apparel. The pictures seem to make the clothing more 
appealing and give the merchandise identity. The 
placement of these photos is critical- they have to be 
in perfect height from all angles, and they cannot take 
away from the merchandise. After all, the display can 
look nice, but the clothing has to sell in order to make 
money. Both of these images add to the display without 
taking anything away from the clothing being sold. The 
colors in the Tiger Woods display are not matched with 
the merchandise shown. However, the red on the photo 
is needed in order to bring attention to the somewhat 
bland wall. The Michael Jordan photograph works well 
with the composition. Unlike the Tiger photo, this 
picture is entirely neutral. But, in this situation color 
isn't needed because of yellow used in the clothing. His 
face is still very powerful but not overbearing. 
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The most interesting merchandising technique in the 
store is this concept. Not only does it maximize space, it 
allows the customer who is on the "quick move" to scan 
through a multiple selection of T-shirts at a relatively quick 
pace. The maintenance of this shelf would be kept to a 
minimum as well because of the ease and accessibility to all 
of the shirt patterns. This idea was taken from poster 
Illl,;rchandisers (similar to the ones you would find in a record 
slorl'). Thl,; idea is brilliant, it works very well in the space, 
IIlld il puis Ihe customer in the position to be in a hassle free 
l'llVlrolllllcnl. (iood job Nike! 

This is something that is hardly ever seen in a retail 
store. Live animals. The fish tank is somewhat of an interesting 
concept. It does add interest to the space, but it doesn't really 
serve a purpose. It seems almost misplaced, like it was iust 
thrown in. Sandals are merchandised on the glass of the fish 
tank. There is no con-elation between the two. If an aquatic 
theme was found throughout the store, the fish tank idea 
would be more appropriate. Sense Nike doesn't have a very 
large aquatic line, the tank doesn't work. Perhaps they can 
give the idea to Speedo if a "Speedo Store" ever opens. 



This particular fixture was designed to carry 
a massive amount of clothing at one time. This can 
be classified as a "mass merchandiser." Notice how 
most of the actual structure is concealed. This puts an 
emphasis on the clothing. The metal adi ustable frame 
seems to almost blend into the wooden floor, as does 
the wood and glass case attached to the top. The fixture 
is incredibly flexible and moveable and does serve its 
purpose. The obiects placed in the case are used to 
identify the type of merchandise contained in the 
fixture. The casters attached to the frame allow for 
easy flexibility and the fixture itself looks as though 
it can easily be taken apart and shipped. Although the 
fixture is n'ot the most the most creatively designed, 
it does serve its purpose of mass merchandising and 
does blend well with the environment. . 



The cash wraps are a disappointment. 
Although they are incredibly versatile and easy 
to move, they lack any creative thought behind 
the design whatsoever. Had a clerk not been at 
these, which are scattered throughout the three 
merchandisable floors of the store, they would 
look like stackable boxes that were going to be 
thrown out. Even though the design of the interior 
is focused on the things being sold, sense the cash 
wrap is usually the last interaction the customer 
has with the space, it should have some impulse 
buying technique. There was absolutely no "point 
of purchase sale" incorporated with these boxes. 
This would have been the perfect opportunity to 
display eyewear, running socks, or even something 
as simple as water bottles. 

The information desk at the front of the 
store is made from the same basic materials found 
tru:oughout the space: metal, wood, and marble. 
Although the streamline design doesn't really 
belong with the rest of the space (almost as if 
this desk was from a different theme and merely 
dropped into the store) it does its function quite 
welI- provide an information center in which thc 
focus is on the receptionist rather than the actual 
structure. The surroundinj.!, j.!,raphics Luke awu 
from the desk (nrohahly intcntionally) Hnd it 
hegins to blend in with the sceneI' 



These are two examples of seating alTangements 
that were placed throughout the space. They both are 
very stylish and have a lot of appeal to them. This seating 
is general and placed in areas where traffic was moderate. 
Flow around these two particular pieces did not seem to 
be a problem. They worked very well with the area and 
even served as focal points. The maiority of the areas in 
which these were placed had merchandisable walls. This 
way grOUps of people that were shopping could maximize 
their comfort in the space. To put it in layman's terms, 
"the husband can sit down while the wife shops!" Not 
only can he sit down, he can enjoy the comfortable, plush, 
sleek design of these very trendy units. Good job Nike! 



The graphics captured in these pictures are used to designate areas. The "nikekids" 
is highly visible and the color choices used give the space sort of a "kindergarten 
charm." The graphic is strategically placed on the entrance of the area to clearly identify 
the function of the area. The vibrant green and bright yellow-orange make the entrance 
to the space seem fun. The graphics are actually printed on a drop ceiling piece that 
is used to set intimacy in the section. The "nikekids" gives a clear identity to the space. 

Unlike the "nikekids", the "TEAM SPORTS" signage is poorly placed in the 
back comer of the designated area. As the photograph shows, the image is almost 
hidden behind merchandise and customers walking through the space. The customer 
has to actually walk into the area to see if it is worth their while. This section is a 
perfect example of how someone can become lost in the space. With the lack of clear 
visual identity, the shopper must look at the clothing to figure out where they are 
located. The logotype should have been placed closer to the entry of the area, similar 
to the "nikekids", in order to bring clarity to the room. Very poorly designed. 



These three dimensional logotypes contain "inspirational" savings. 
The globe descending from the cove in the ceiling is a very well designed 
focal point. The meaning behind this piece is that Nike's performance 
spans worldwide. The silver and blue colors compliment each other 
verv nicelv and thev do not dominate the space, rather thev work with 
it. The globe is at the perfect height- low enough to be seen from afar 
but high enough not to obstruct anyone's vision in the space. A very 
nice compliment. 

The "JUST DO IT" piece is Quite interesting. The actual logo 
seems to fade awav from the sculpture when vou walk bv and vou only 
notice it on second glance. If the Quote was to be accentuated even 
further it could be done bv make the "JUST DO IT" white instead of 
black. The dark orange biends to much with the black lettering. But 
white lettering would really make it jump out. All in alL this piece does 
serve its purpose: to add flavor and interest to a very dull wall. 



The "Air Jordan" three dimensional graphic piece is used 
to advertise previous products. This idea is pure genius. What 
better way to gain confidence and trust in the customer than 
establishing a history behind the product being sold. Not only 
will this show the shopper the evolution of the product, it proves 
to them that this is a successful sl10e just because of the established 
lineage. Great job Nike! 

The Tony Kukoc piece is another example of Nike u::iing 
a popular athlete as a selling point. This slick piece is beautifully 
incorporated into the brick veneer. The two sills seem 10 aimosl 
frame the glass case and the red in the picture rCHIly 1i).I,ht LIp til" 
area. The shoes complimcnt the picture and ueld u mental 
'onneclion hc(wccn the athlcle and the produl:t 



..All four of the following graphics 
are used as pieces that provide information. 
Notice how all of them are visually 
stimulating to the eye. All information 
pieces work well with the sUlTounding 
colors and the actual words stimulate 
graphics as well as inform the customer. 





This particular signage 
is used to identify a celebrity 
with a product. This particular 
kind of marketing trick is used 
to entice the customer into 
thinking that if s/he uses these 
products, they will perform as 
well as the paid professional. As 
you can see, the portrait of Pete 
Samprass ready to serve is placed 
next to the signage for the 
entrance into the "tennis area." 



This piece is the strongest visual element in the store. 
Strategically placed on the wall by the escalator, this dynamic 
double portrait fools the brain. As you ride up the escalator you 
see one picture, as you ride down you see a completely different 
portrait. 

PLAN VIEW 

/ 

IMAGE 1 " 
7 " 

IMAGE 1 

PLAN VIEW 

/77 
View as shown in picture 



These graphics are coordinated with an architectural piece. This 
structure serves many purposes: product display, lifestyle graphics, a 
spacial dilineator, and a functional use as a bench. The track lighting 
directly next to it is positioned to highlight the various pictures. The 
shape itself is somewhat interesting and it works well with the space. 
The wood and the glass give the structure a warm look that is continued 
throu12.hout the environment. 

Michael Jordan overwhelms the customer as 
they travel through the space and onto this basketball 
court. This signage is used as an inspirational piece 
that will hopefully raise the spirits of the customer. 
Although it is a li'ttle too powerful for my taste, the 
neutral colors of the photo relax the eye from having 
to much to focus on. Had this been in full color, it 
could have almost "scared" people from the room. 







Because of Nike's sudden drop in the market. whether it be because of bad 
public relations or the changing of trends, measures must be taken to bring stability 
to this corporation. Even though Nike still retains the number one ranking in total 
sales in athletic apparel. Adidas is slowly closing the gap. It is time that Nike find a 
new way to market their products to the world. The way to get out of a financial slump 
is to reinvest in your company. EXPAND - DON'T CUT BACK. Although expansion 
is taking a risk. the Nike Corporation is not going to gain public support by laying off 
a large Quantity of their loyal workers. That only makes your corporation look bad. 
Don't give the impression that you don't care ab'out the public. In order to win back 
the general population, you don't dismiss them, you embrace them. Look at how you. 
as a corporation, can better market yourselves to appeal to the individual. That is how 
you win over the crowd. Make me, the individual, feel important, special, and apart 
of your company. 

There are of coarse various ways to do this, but first, you must ask the general 
population what appeals to them. Appealing to the masses is always difficult. How 
can you make everybody happy? This is not an easy task. The way in which you do 
this is by finding something that people like or identify with. What makes you special. 
What sets you, the individual, apart from other people. How can I make you feel 
important and needed. 

The answer is by identifying who you are. Once this is doe, products can be 
directly marketed to them. What is one way in which people identify themselves? BY 
THEIR TERRITORY! I am a mid-westerner. She might be a southerner; he might be 
a west coast native, etc. The maiority of the people in this country take pride in where 
they are from. They identify wi'th their surroundings and they endorse things that 
endorse their territory. For example, people from Baltimore love the Orioles. Why? 
Because they represent their territory. When the Orioles play well, that ~ives the city 
of Baltimore something to be proud of. They are watching an organization that is 
representing their territory defeat other or~aIDzations from other territories. The people 
in Baltimore feel better about themselves because they identify with a winning 
organization solely because the word "Baltimore" is used in their name. 

This pride does not only relate to sports,. If you look at other markets, say 
restaurants and fast food chains, the same principals apply. Kentucky Fried Chicken's 
largest market, per capita, is in the southeast. The territory that Kentucky happens to 
fall in. Boston Chicken's largest market, per capita, happen to be in New England. 
Why is this? Could it be because people in these regions identify with the name that 
is closest to their homes. Or is it that the type of food that is served at these two chains 
appeals more to these regions? Do people in New England like rotisserie chicken more 
than fried chicken? Or do they iust like Boston more than Kentucky. When both 
organizations were asked these Questions, they responded with "both" as the answer. 
Although they both credited then- recipe as being more culturally appealing to the 
region with their name, both KFC and BC did acknowledge using their names as apart 
of a marketing strategy. When the marketing representatIve from BC was asked. "If 
Boston Chicken developed a new name that dropped the Boston from it, say 'Happy 
Chicken', would their sales in the New England area be as high?", the answer was a 
very firm "no." 

~ 



After these phone interviews, it was time to test the general public and see how 
well they identified with the organizations that were closest to their territory. The next 
pages will document a survey that was passed out to random people in the state of 
Ohio. This survey was developed with the intention of proving this theorv- "People 
are more apt to endorse organizations that are in the same general area as their habitat. II 

This is the list of questions on the survey that was randomly passed out to Ohioans. 

Age group 
under 13 13-18 18-35 35-50 over 50 

How often do you browse at clothing stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you browse at athletic shoe stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy clothes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy athletic shoes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

What basketball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Chicago Bulls Utah Jazz San Antonio Spurs
 

What school are you most likely to cheer for?
 
The Ohio State Buckeyes Florida Gators UCLA Bruins
 

What baseball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Cleveland Indians Colorado Rockies LA Dodgers
 

What house is the most interesting to you?
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identifies user group 

Breakdown
 

( Age group 
) Hnder 13 13-18 18-35 35-50 over 50 

fow often do you browse at clothing stores? 
nee a week or more once a m'onth or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

fow often do you browse at athletic shoe stores?
 
nee a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more
 

once every six months or more identifies user's 
shopping pattern 

fow often do you buy clothes? 
nee a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

fow often do you buy athletic shoes? 
nee a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

It is of coarse important to identify the user group. 
Because the space is to be somewhat of a tourist attraction, is 
important to establish who is going to be frequenting the space 
the most and is going to actually be buying the most product. 
This will playa role ill the actual architectural development of 
the space. 

What basketball team are you most likely to cheer for? 
Chicago Bulls Utah Jazz ' San Antonio Spurs 

identifies user's 
What school are you most likely to cheer for? territorial The Ohio State Buckeyes Florida Gators UCLA Bruins 

preferences 
What baseball team are you most likely to cheer for? 
Cleveland Indians Colorado Rockies LA Dodgers 

This next phase of questioning determines the users' 
endorsement with organizations that are based in the near 
proximity. Sports teams were used because not only would the 
answers to these questions identify territorialloyaltv, they would 
also generate ideas on what teams should be merchandIsed in 
this particular space. 
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architectural 
preferences 

What house is the most interesting to you? 

This last Question would help determine architectural 
pieces within the space (like the storefront). It is often questioned 
that people are attracted to things that are not completely balanced. 
The results of this question will have much influence over the 
interior architecture. 

The results of the survey indicate that the maiority of the 
people who frequent clothing stores are in fact adolescents and 
children, the larger amount of people actually buying the clothes 
are the young adults (18 to 35). Basically kids are doing the 
maiority of the browsing and the adults are doing more of the 
buying. That means that the architecture has to not only appeal 
to adults who are more likely to purchase the products, it has to 
also be aesthetically pleasing to children as well. 

The results also show that the maiority of the people 
surveyed are more likely to cheer for teams that are in their general 
area. This user grOUP'S particular region happens to be the Midwest. 
That is why teams representing Midwestern cities were the most 
popular among the people surveyed. This proves the theory, 
"People are more apt to endorse organizations that are in the same 
general area as their habitat." 

The last result shows that people are more attracted to 
structures that are not completelY balanced. This piece of 
information will not only influence the design of the store front, 
but it will influence the interior architecture as well. Not only is 
this space trying to sell clothing, it has to leave an impression on 
the people shopping through the space. This space has to represent 
the Nike corporation. It should be designed as interestingly as 
possible. This survey is very beneficial to the design process. Not 
only is it making contact with the user, it discovers their 
identification and who they endorse. 



Results
 
Most popular results are indicatedin red. 

Age group 
under 13 . 13-17 18-35 36-50 over 50 

How often do vou browse at clothing stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do vou browse at athletic shoe stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy clothes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy athletic shoes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

What basketball team are vou most likelv to cheer for?
 
Chicago Bulls Utah Jazz San Antonio Spurs
 

What school are vou most likelv to cheer for?
 
The Ohio State Buckeyes Florida Gators UCLA Bruins
 

What baseball team are vou most likelv to cheer for?
 
Cleveland Indians Colorado Rockies LA Dodgers
 

What house is the most interesting to you? 
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Results
 

-Age group 
ooder 13 13-17 18-35 36-50 over 50 

How often do you browse at clothing stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you browse at athletic shoe stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy clothes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy atWetic shoes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

What basketball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Chicago Bulls Utah Jazz San Antonio Spurs
 

What school are you most likely to cheer for?
 
The Ohio State Buckeyes Florida Gators UCLA Bruins
 

What baseball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Cleveland Indians Colorado Rockies LA Dodgers
 

What house is the most interesting to you?
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Results
 

Age group 
under 13 13-17 18-35 36-50 over 50 

How often do you browse at clothing stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you browse at athletic shoe stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy clothes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy athletic shoes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

What basketball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Chicago Bulls Utah Jazz San Antonio Spurs
 

What school are you most likely to cheer for?
 
The Ohio State Buckeyes Florida Gators UCLA Bruins
 

What baseball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Cleveland Indians Colorado Rockies LA Dodgers
 

What house is the most interesting to you? 
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Results
 

Age group 
llJ.1der 13 13-17 18-35 36-50 over 50 

How often do you browse at clothing stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you browse at athletic shoe stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy clothes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy athletic shoes? 
once a week or more once a month or more once every three months or more 

once every six months or more 

What basketball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Chicago Bulls Utah Jazz San Antonio Spurs
 

What school are you most likely to cheer for?
 
The Ohio State Buckeyes Florida Gators UCLA Bruins
 

What baseball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Cleveland Indians Colorado Rockies LA Dodgers
 

What house is the most interesting to you? 
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Results
 

Age group 
under 13 13-17 18-35 36-50 

How often do you browse at clothing stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you browse at athletic shoe stores? 
once a week or more once a month or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy clothes? 
once a week or more once a month or more 

once every six months or more 

How often do you buy athletic shoes? 
once a week or more once a month or more 

once every six months or more 

over 50 

once every three months or more 

once every three months or more 

once every three months or more 

once every three months or more 

What basketball team are you most likely to cheer for?
 
Chicago Bulls Utah Jazz San Antonio Spurs
 

What school are you most likely to cheer for?
 
The Ohio State Buckeyes Florida Gators
 

What baseball team are yoU most likely to cheer for?
 
Cleveland Indians Colorado Rockies
 

What house is the most interesting to you?
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The Concept
 

Based on the results of the surveys, the independent research, and the store audits, 
there is but one answer to the Question "what appeals to the consumers." The answer is 
their territory. The way to appeal to the users territory is by including their general area 
or habitat within the name itself. I have broken down the United States into six major 
geographic sections: northeast, Midwest, big west, pacific, southwest, and the southeast. 
The simplest way to identify these markets is by actually including their region in the 
name. Just as NIKETOWN is already an established name, the names of these smaller 
stores would be NIKE NORTHEAST, NIKE MIDWEST, NIKE BIG WEST, NIKE 
PACIFIC, NlKE SOUTHWEST, and NIKE SOUTHEAST. Now a target audience has 
been established in the name and the appropriate regional merchandise can be displayed 
in these stores. The customers see that the largest athletic company in the world has made 
a store specifically for their needs. A number of these stores can be in the same area as 
well without changing the graphic identity. 

For example, let us look at the Midwest. You could have a NIKE MIDWEST in 
a mall in Columbus, Ohio, one in Ann Arbor, Michigan, one in Charleston, West Virginia, 
and so on and so forth. This gives Nike the opportunity to not only reinvest in their 
company, but provide iobs for more people, directly market to individuals in a specific 
region, and get ahead of their competition. If Reebok, Adidas, or Fila even have individual 
stores, they are very small in number and in popularity. This gives the Nike corporation 
the chance to attack their competition as opposed to retreating from it! Nike can 
invade malls all throughout the country with these stores. Why contract out all of your 
merchandise to retail shops such as Champs and Foot Locker. Create your own space 
and keep all of the profits! Why give a customer the chance to choose between a Nike 
shoe and a Reebok shoe. By creating your own specialty stores the customers will be 
choosing between an Air Max and an Air Jordan as opposed to an Air Jordan and a Shaq! 
Since it has been established that customers will view any store like this as a tourist 
attraction, getting the clientele won't be a problem. More people would rather see the 
interior design of a NIKETOWN as opposed to a Foot Locker in some mall. The same 
principals apply here. You know that people will be more likely to buy Nike apparel 
from a Nike store as opposed to a regular store iust for the experience alone. Based on 
my experience from working at a Tommy Hilfiger store in a mall, people often buy 
clothes from a specialty store iust so they can get the bag or box that the clothes come 
in. People are attracted to the prestige of Nike. They know that when this corporation 
does something, they "Just Do It" right! 

By showing the individuals across America that you are spending your money 
and inves'ting in something that is suited specifically for them, the bad publicity that was 
received from the Vietnam incident will slowly fade away. People will feel important 
because when they walk through a mall, they will see the biggest athletic line putting 
money into a store directly suited for them- and they will be flattered! If you flatter 
someone, the usual reaction from them is that they will feel like they owe you something, 
If you flatter shoppers and make them feel good, they will give you business! 

The following is a breakdown of what states are included in the regions and ideas 
on how individual stores can be merchandised. 



NIKE NORTHEAST 

The northeast would include the following states: Pennsylvania, New York, 
Maryland, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Jersey, 
Delaware, and Washington D.C. 

The merchandise in this particular store would appeal to the people of this area. 
Nike could include apparel from different regions of the country in here (like a Michael 
Jordan shirt), but the maiority of merchandise would from that region (school like Penn 
State and other endorsed athletes from the area). Nike could also sell more of their 
"warmer" line to this crowd. Since it is in the snow belt, jackets and winter coats could 
be targeted to this user group. 

NIKE MIDWEST 

The Midwest would include the following states: West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, 
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri. 

The merchandise in this particular store would appeal to the people of this area. 
The Midwest is strongly represented by Nike apparel. Just these schools alone, Ohio 
State and Michigan, are always big sellers throughout the country, let alone in this region. 
Not to mention the amount of golf played in the area, Tiger Woods' clothing line would 
be a massive seller. Then, there is of coarse Chicago- home of the all time seller, Michael 
Jordan. Imagine how happy people in the Midwest would be if they knew they wouldn't 
have to drive all the way to downtown Chicago, fight parking, and then walk to Niketown 
on Michigan Ave. iust to get some of the exclusive Nike products. They could iust go 
to a mall that is closer to their geographic area that is stocked with merchandise suited 
for their needs. 

NIKE SOUTHEAST 

The southeast would include the following states: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississi 
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Virginia. 

The Florida schools are always big sellers in this area, not to mention Tennessee. 
Don't forget, this area lives and dies with college basketball. Number 23 started his carre:
at North Carolina. The market for the "Team Sports" in this area would be huge. Raleic 

and New Orleans could be big moneymakers to launch off this campaign. 
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NIKE SOUTHWEST 

The southwest would include the following states: Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, 
and Oklahoma. 

One thing about Texas is that they love their football. I think the Galleria in Dallas 
would be a prime spot to launch a NIKE SOUTHWEST store. Not only are you going 
to sell a lot of Deion Sanders, who happens to live in Plano, and Dallas Cowboys clothing, 

=- but any Big 12 merchandise is going to be nearly impossible to keep on the shelves. 

NIKE BIG WEST 

The big west would include the following states: North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, and Nevada. 

Not only are team sports big in this area (Denver Broncos, Kansas City Chiefs, 
etc.) but the climate is a huge factor as well. These stores would be some of your highest 
sellers. This is one of the only regions, because of the high altitudes, that can have 
geographical conditions that range from two feet of snow to a 100 degree desert. The 
store could be stocked with such a wide variety of clothing because of this. Keeping the 
warmest coats and the loosest of t-shirts in the same store all year round would not be 
a problem- both are going to sell! The population is in demand for both. All they need 
is a specialty store fit for their needs. Nike needs to be the one! 

NIKE PACIFIC 

.J The pacific would include the following states: Washington, Oregon, and California. 

Another huge area. From Ken Griffey Jr. to the Washington Huskies to the 
Oakland Raiders, sports are a very important part of this areas culture. I'm sure that fans 
of Jerry Rice would love to by his apparel at a NIKE PACIFIC store located in a mall 
in San Francisco. The population in California is one of the highest in the country. Where 
there's a high population, there's a lot of malls! 



NIKE MIDWEST
 
COLUMBUS, OH$
 

For this proiect, NIKE MIDWEST is to be the store that is to be conceptualized, 
developed, designed, and marketed. It is to be located on the third floor of the City 
Center in Columbus, Ohio. All state building codes and requirements are to be mandated 
when this space is designed. The interior space for this "flagship store" will be the model 
used for all of the other stores in the country. The actual architectural design of this 
store will be space planned to custom fit other Nike regional stores across the country. 
These stores will differ only in graphics. For example, the NIKE MIDWEST Columbus 
store will have the same interior architecture as the NIKE SOUTHEAST Raleigh 
location. The two stores will differ in graphics and in merchandise. The store is to have 
video displays and graphics that best market to the people of the area being planned
in this case the people of Columbus, Ohio. Videos of the Ohio State Buckeyes winning 
the 1997 Rose Bowl and two dimensional graphic images of Ohio Stadium are hypothetical 
examples of what could appear in this space as opposed to videos of North Carolina 
basketball and Florida State Seminoles football highlights that would appear in the 
NIKE SOUTHEAST Raleigh location. This will save the corporation money because 
once the basic design and theme is conceptualized, it merely has to be space planned 
into different locations. Instead of wasting corporate interior designers time conceptualizing 
new ideas, they can use the NIKE MIDWEST Columbus store as a "model" to plan into 
other areas across the country. 

The store is to contain interactive systems and online services that will allow 
shoppers the ability to communicate with other customers across the country, as well 
as order merchandise online from other locations as well as from home. 

Specialty areas are included in the space (examples could include information 
areas, miniature basketball courts, etc). ADA regulated fitting rooms are to be installed 
in the space so the needs of all users can be satisfied. A central cash wrap area will be 
installed to handle all transactions. 

The store must reflect the positive imagery that Nike has achieved over its long 
history. It must make the client feel completelY comfortable with the environment, 
entice spending, and be designed to guarantee a return visit from all who visit the space. 
This store will display the latest technology incorporated with a user friendly environment. 
Remember, customers want to feel important, special, and cared about. This is the 
proiect that will break through the barriers of modem retail design and launch Nike into 
the 21 st century. 
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impact on store image, merchandise presentatio~, 

enhance the design of the store - the opposite bl:: __~~ ,:->"U:::>>::>---'J 

well. The amount of money spent each year by retailers for 
enhancing tools is phenomenal! It comes down to energy efficie 
and overall savings provided by the source to determine what 
lighting is needed and what can be afforded. In 1995, the EneLg~ 

policy Act (EPACT) was passed and retailers are now feeling it 
burn. The act is forcing store owners and designers to choose 
from lamps that meet minimum lumen-per-watt or Color Rendering 
Index (CRI) standards.' The lamps now becoming extinct are: 

- Conventional incandescent PAR (Parabolic 
Aluminized Reflector) . 

- Full wattage fluorescent lamps that do not meet 
CRI standards. 

- Conventional incandescent lamps. 

All lamps do not meet lumen-per-watt standards of 
40 watts or more. 

It is important to start out with EPACT approved lamps so 
when the extraneous task of group lamping strikes, (a process 
where a store is entirely re-Iamped, occurring every 2 to 2 1/2 
years, and lasting up to two years) retailers don't have to spend 
time replacing obsolete sources with EPACT approved ones. The 
overall savings in energy and cost is 15% and can be derived from 
the three main categories of retail lighting: 

- General lighting- the basic overall lighting of 
the store. 

- Perimeter lighting- wall washing systems and 
recessed lighting. 

- Accent lighting- used for displays and to 
create dramatic effects. 

Along with these comes three specific types of light: 

- Fluorescent lighting- used primarily in general 
and perimeter lighting, it provides a broad and 
high level of illumination and is used in the form 
of: 

fluorescent ceiling cans (general lighting) 
that are super efficient, provide more direct 
light, and are less obtrusive when placed in 
ceilings. 



and: 

compact fluorescent wall washers (perimeter 
lighting) that are good for highlighting 
displays and are more consistent in color and 
intensity of light. They are also a suitable 
replacement for track lighting and are cheap. 

What's not so hot: 

- Although great in energy efficiency and in 
price, they do not render specific colors 
well and make people look sickly pale. 

Other examples of general and perimeter 
lighting fluorescent features are: 

- 2' x 2' or 2' x 4' trouffers with 
parabolic louvers or prismatic lenses. 

- recessed perimeter lighting with 
fluorescent strips. 

- Incandescent lighting- radiates a warm light 
with a CRI ~ating of almost 100 (being highest 
color rendering) that are available in: 

- track light form 

- PAR 36 recessed adjustable lights 

- dimmable light sources that provide narrow 
beams of light to create certain points of 
focus. 

and are: 

- great for creating residential, comfortable 
environments. 

- able to color render people and colors 
well. 

- easy to match with other types of sources 
to improve light intensity and color 
rendering. 

What's not so hot: 

- since the eRr of incandescent sources is so 
high, it may be too yellow for some retail 
display situations. 



- energy efficiency is n as ac 
fluorescent or HID's. 

- HID (High Intensity Discharge)- A source that is 
used often in general and accent lighting, it is 
known for it's ability to provide bright light 
levels at reasonably low wattages and long life 
(can live up to 9,000 hours). Some sources are: 

- HID industrial fixtures and can lights, 
both used for general lighting. 

- HID track lights and recessed adjustable 
light that provide improved color rendering 
and are better than incandescent track 
lighting. 

and are: 

- great for stores with high ceilings 
because light can reach products from great 
distances. 

- average in color rendering and energy 
efficiency. 

What's not so hot: 

- HID's are S to 10 times more expensive than 
incandescent. 

- HID's need ballasts to be specifically 
matched to each lamp, making them more 
costly. 

- have noticeable color shifts occur through 
life of the lamp but technological 
advancements are being made. 

Other Options: 

- Metal Halide sources: 

- high lumen output with a long life and good 
color rendering that can replace incandescent 
and fluorescent lamps. 

- provides "personality" to displays because 
it shows shades, textures, and shadows. 

- usually in the 3S to 100 watt range and 



have a CRI of 85. 

- color shift problems have been corrected by 
new mixture of inert gases. 

ore light sources worthy of consideration are: 

- Halogens such as PAR 38 track heads and the MR 
16 low voltage spotlight. 

- Sodium lamps that offer CRI's in the 80's used 
for displays. 

In conclusion, lighting is a huge factor in store design and 
proper choice and placement cannot be stressed enough, not only 
for cost, but efficiency as well. The safest route if to choose 
Halogen PAR sources or lamps that meet the minimum lumen-per-watt 
and CRI standards. 
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UllUI"l.' I • ul:lIl:ral mercnanalSe Hetailing: An Overview 

• TYPES OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE 
RETAILERS 

There are several different types of general merchan
dise organizations--department stores, mass mer
chandisers, independent and chain stores, general 
stores. and nonstore retailers. 

Department Stores 

'iT""t ·:~·:1St.::T.(:' :1CCc!::; "::.1;'1 :~e ';<.lli.::ineu in the one-stop 
shopping available at large department stores 
such as Sears, Penney's, Miller and Rhoads, and 
Thalhimers. The vast array of products and services 
provided by these stores are organized into depart
ments. Both hard-line (appliances, for example) and 
soft·line (clothing, for example) products are offered 
for sale, as well as services needed by the customer. 
Service departments such as watch repair, hairstyl
ing, pharmacy, optical, and automobile repair 
frequently are made available through leasing ar
rangements. Leased departments are a regular part 
of the store, but they are operated by independent 
owners who rent their spaces from the store. Even 
though the space is rented, customers consider leased 
departments to be part of the store and expect the 
same level of service throughout the organization. 
In addition to leased services, department stores also 
may provide their own customer credit, delivery, gift 
wrapping, and personal shopping services. 

There are other ways to view department stores. 
Some are classified as full·line because they carry 
all the types of merchandis€ associated with the tra
ditional department store. Others are known as 
limited·line stores because they have fewer depart
ments and lines of merchandise than full-line ones. 
Limited-line stores tend to feature soft lines and usu
ally do not carry hard lines. 

Department stores frequently establish branch 
stores in suburban shopping centers. Merchandise 
carried in the branches is ordered through the main 
store specifically for each branch store. All depart
ments may not be represented in every branch store. 
Branch stores usually are smaller than .the parent 
store, but they frequently have larger sales volumes. 

Twig stores are another kind of spin-off from the 
parent department store. A tv,ig is a very special
ized kind of store that carries only one kind of mer
chandise or a few related items. For example, a large 
department store may open up a twig carrying ca
reer clothing for businesswomen in an area where 
there are nffices and other businesses. Frequently de
partment stores set up twigs in a resort area-for 
example, a hotel lobby shop that sells beachwear and 
accessories or a sporting goods shop with merchan
dise related to the sports available at the resort. 

The first department stores opened in the mid
lSOOs :lnd were individually owned and operated. 
Adam Gimbel opened his store. called Gimbel Broth

ers, Inc., in 1842 in Vincennes, Indiana. Othe~ 

amples of early department stores inel 
Wanamaker's in New York, Jordan Marsh in Bos::.o;:, 
and Younkers in Des Moines. For many years. .:
partment stores reflected the personalities and t<Js-
of their owners and managers in decor, in displa,-:::. 
and in merchandising policies and assortments. 

Economic reasons caused department stores 
become part of an ownership group or chain. 0 
ership groups maintain central buying offices 
help cut individual store operating costs and to rr:.
crease buying power. One such group is Federa- . 
which has member department stores around 
country. Gener::l: merchandise chains, such as 
Penney's and Sears, are centrally owned and m 
aged groups of stores operated under direction fro 
the central headquarters office. 

The primary differences between departme 
stores and mass merchandisers is the extent of cus
tomer service provided by department stores. Mass 
merchandisers have fewer "frills," more self-service, 
and lower operating expenses than departme 
stores. Their importance is evident in the retaili 
scene today. 

Mass Merchandisers 

Mass merchandisers are like department stores in 
organizing by departments and in offering a varie .• 
of merchandise in a wide range of prices. Their em
phasis on self-service usually results in fewer pr 
fessional salespeople and mor~ cashiers and stoc<
clerks than in department stores. 

There are three main types of mass merchandis
ers: variety stores, discount or "self-service depart
ment stores," and multiline drugstores. Warehouse 
clubs and hypermarkets are two relatively new kinds 
of mass merchandisers. Variety stores and multiline 
drugstores generally do not discount their merchan
dise. Other characteristics of mass merchandisers are 
explained in the following discussion. 

Variety Stores Variety stores are an outgrowth 0 

the early 5- and lO-cent stores. At one time, the. 
featured only stock assortments of low-priced mer
chandise. In general, variety stores still feature pri
marily low-cost, small items. However, some variety 
stores now offer a limited selection of such items as 
furniture, home appliances. and sporting goods. 

Some variety stores are independently owned an . 
managed. Others, such as S.S. Kresge, S.H. Kre~. 

and G.C. Murphy, are classified as variety chaO 
stores. 

Most variety stores are self-service. Salespeople 
are available to assist customers in locating merch 
dise. but they usually do stock work or cashieriuc,. 
Variety store customers gener::J.!ly know what they 
want to buy. Therefore. the merchandise is arranged 
to assist self-selection by customers, ::lnd <:hecko 
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stands llsuallv ;lrc I()(;;ltcd at customer exits. EX;lm
pies of lines wrried are costume jewelry, hou:;ew;lres. 
,;ewin!{ ."upplie:i. cosmetics, Gnd toys. Some of the 
large \'ariety stores carry such a wide assortment of 
merchandise th;lt they ."cem to be limited-line de
partment ,.;tores. 

Discount Stores Discount store operations typi
cally have lower than ;lver;lge markup:; and self
·en·lce. The di:-icount ;;tore movement beg-an in the 
9:30" \vith stores selling limited assortments of mer
andise. These stores usually were located on the 

outskirts of town or in so-called low-rent districts . 
..'lost were run as low-overhead, self·service busi· 
nesses selling on a cash-only basis. 

As .discount houses became successful. change:; 
occurred. These stores now are found in suburban 
shopping malls and other high-traffic areas. Many 
discount stores are becoming more like department 
stores in their appearance and in themercha'ndise 
they carry. The main emphasis of discount stores still 
is on competitive pricing, however, and customers' 
desire to find merchandise at low prices is what 
brings most of them to discount stores, Like variety 
stores, the merchandise in discount stores is arranged 
to encourage customer self-selection. 

Typical discount store hours are 10 a.m. to 9 or 
10 p.m. Many discount stores are open on Sunday 
and have led the trend toward extended shopping 
hours. Increase in shopping time is considered to be 
a customer convenience, particularly for customers

f who work during the day. Another convenience is 

I 
, the ample, free parking provided near the store. 

Discount stores tend to be "come-as-you-are," 
family-oriented businesses. Children's toys, games, 
and other amusements for the little ones tend to keep 
:hem content during family shopping trips. Many dis
':')unt stores also have 10-minute shopper specials 
and other sales events that add interest and excite
ment throughout certain days of the week and sea
:-;ons of the year. 

Examples of discount store giants are Zayre, K 
mart, Woolco, Wal-Mart, and Target. Some of these 
\)perations are owned by chain store organizations. 
for example. K mart is owned by the S.S. Kresge 
\ariety chain. These chains prefer the term "self
service department store" to discount store. 

By whatever name it is called. the discount store 
h;ls had a definite effect on the retailing field. Dis
coum pricing policies now ;lre followed in ::;ome de
partmem ."cores as well as in "ome chains ;.md 
.;pecialty ::iWre:i. Department ::itore:; have more self
service or self·selection dep;lrtments th<ln before the 
··stabli:;hment of discount operation:;. 

~ultiline Drugstores Organizations ,.;uch as Super 
.\. Thrifty. Sav-On. People'". and Revco are part of a 
fa:;t-growing group of "tores called multiline drug-
stores. (n 'lJdilio!1 to pn:,.;cripl.ioll dru~·s. health sup-

t"lpqll,{hr. (~'~)lIl1v .\lct:raw.lldl. 1r1(:. ,\11 n~hb 11 .....1''"'.,1. 
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plies, and cosmetics, multiline drugstore::; 
<l:;sortment of fast-turnover variety ite 
multiline drugstore customer can shop for s 
pliances. gifts, c;lrds. household item:;. and ~~ 

supplies among many other product lines. -=
mary difference between a multiline drugs 
a v;lriety store is that the drugstore employ 
istered pharmacist to dispense prescriptio 
Multiline drugstores frequently are found' 
ping centers. next to supermarkets. and in otner 
traffic areas. Advertised specials and discount p . 
typically are used to attract customers. 

Warehouse Clubs Warehouse clubs are a 
trend occurring in general merchandise retailiu 
tailers such as Sam's Wholesale and Pace Ware 
are two examples of a new type of retailer gT 

across this country. Warehouse clubs offer a }i:T;"'-~ 

number of items at a lower price than a typi 
partment or variety store selling the produc:. -.: 
example, warehouse clubs may have only 3,500 :"=
while typical department stores may have 30. 
To maintain low operating costs, overhead an 
tomer services are kept to a minimum. For exa.::::~~:= 

products are displayed in case quantity, and ~:it= 

sales assistance is available to the customer. 
Most warehouse clubs have two types of =- 

bership. Small businesses pay an annual mer:
ship fee. Individuals are not charged a fee. 
usually pay an additional 5 percent above lis 
prices. Small businesses that don't have Su.F.:CE 
volume to be served by traditional wholesalers a.-
particularly attracted to these clubs. Price-consci 
customers enjoy the psychological impact ofshop~
beside wholesale members. 

Hypermarkets The growth of hypermarkets ~ 

other trend oc'curring in general merchandise re: 
ing. Hypermarkets are combination superma=k.:-~ 

and discount stores. The concept has been estab~ 

in Europe for several years. These stores are bE.52'~ 

on the idea that customers are looking for sorner.... ·::..:.
that is more convenient. saves them more : 
and is unique and exciting, Hypermarkets 
ize on the fact that people want one-stop sho 

In the united States, K mart and Bruno's 
gional grocery chain) are opening hyperrnar~-=-~ 

called .'\,merican Fare. They are planned for ~ 

politan <lre;lS of more than :250.000 people. TY!JI~,,: 

66 percent of the stock is general merchandi,j 
the rest is food. 

Independent and Chain Stores 

As noted, the early department stores were i
llally l)wJH.:d and oper:.lted. This was chara'·· 
also of the early variety stores. Families ow 
managed these "tOI'l~S from ,generation to :!enc:'~ 

All types of.:.;eneral merchandi:;e .-;tores----deo ---~ .. 
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stores and mass merchandisers~an be indepen
dently owned and operated. However, independent 
ownership of large retail organizations is giving way 
to mergers, acquisitions, and consolidations-a trend 
to be discussed in Chapter 2. 

Chain stores, which became important in the late 
1800s. are formed when similar merchandise is dis
tributed through two or more retail0utlets that have 
'umlllun uWll~r:-;ilip Jt1J ::iimiiar characteristics. The 
ompetitive advantage of the chain is that large 

anbties of merchandise can be centrally purchased 
and distributed to the various stores for sale to the 
",ublic. These retailers generally can purchase mer
chandise at the lowest price when they buy in great 
quantity and when they can give large orders to man
·,;fJ.'::~:.lrers to produce goods with the chain's own la
bel, especially during times that normally would be 
slow for the manufacturers. 

Individual stores within a chain organization are 
mainly selling unIts. Decisions about the merchan
dise to be sold, pricing, advertising strategies, dis
plays, and other matters are made in the central 
headquarters of the chain organization. Central head
quarters for J.e. Penney is in Dallas. This is where 
the top decision-making executives of the company 
are based. Chicago is the central headquarters for 
Sears Roebuck and Co. Selling activities under the 
supervision oflocal store managers take place in J.C. 
Penney and Sears Roebuck stores throughout the 
country. 

Local store managers receive directions and as
sistance from executives in the central office. Adver
tising campaigns are centrally planned, and "master" 
advertisements are distributed to local stores for use 
in the campaigns. Window displays are designed at 
the central headquarters, and pictures and detailed 
plans are distributed to local stores. One advertising 
staff, one display staff, one group of buyers, and so 
on serve many retail outlets. This centralization cuts 
personnel costs, establishes a form of quality con
trol, and eliminates duplication of effort. It also es
tablishes uniformity in such areas as merchandising, 
buying and pricing, and advertising. 

There are different kinds of chain organizations. 
For example, S.H. Kress is a variety chain because 
it is composed of variety stores within a chain orga
nization. 

General Stores 

Perhaps the friendliest ofall stores is the old-fashioned 
general store. Although there are not many general 
stores left, they still are found in small communities 
around the country. General stores usually are family
I)wned and bmily-operat(~d.They stock :,mal] amounts 
of ditlerent kinds of merchandise, ::iuch as hardware. 
cosmetics. health supplies. and groceries, in a relatively 
small space. t\Jbny of them are "Mom and Pop" stores 

and are patronized by friends and relatives, 
though larger stores may be nearby. 

Nonstore Retailers 

The marketing of general merchandise is not li.-::;::· 
ited to established types of stores. Innovative mea-
ods of gaining access to customer:; have bee~ 

rfev"lo!Jert. for instanc~. ~!(~ctronic shopping, te!e
marketing, and catalog sales. 

Electronic Shopping Electronic shopping is a ma
jor trend that will affect all general merchandise re
tailers in the future. Electronic shopping involves 
selling through computer catalogs or TV cable chan
nels. Video computer catalogs offer retailers an eco
nomical and efficient way to present cne' 
merchandise to a wider segment of the populatio 
than is now possible in ordinary retail outlets. Cus
tomers can examine product information and eve 
make purchases in the comfort of their own home b 
using a home computer. Some forecasters predict tha 
by the year 2000, 20 to 25 percent of all retail sales 
will be handled through at-home computer networks. 
Currently the largest obstacles to the growth of elec
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Not all general merchandise retailers are stores, c) David F. Lawlori 
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Fixtures 

Any object that holds merchandise, or is service related in a store is known as a fixture. 

Fixtures Sh9uld complement the store, and serve as an extension of the image that the store is 

trying to show. The unit must reflect the quality of the merchandise being sold. If the selling 

items are of a fine quality, then you would want to use a fine quality of fInishes, materials, and 

textures. Also the size of the unit should fit with what you are selling. You would not want to 

have a huge fixture spanning to the ceiling if you were only going to put a couple ties on it. 

Many different types of fixtures can be found inside a store. Some of these are used for 

merchandising, while others have provided a service. Examples of these are: 

-- Floor units for hanging merchandise of folded items; these units may also accept 

stacked or piled merchandise. 

-- Combination/shop units accept both hanging and shelved merchandise groups. 

-- Wall flXtures typically work with hanging and shelved merchandise either flexible 

or flXed. 

-- Fixed display units can be furniture like that used in residential situations. 

-- Security fixtures such as glass showcases arranged in runs to serve as counters 

or freestanding walk around units. 

-- Highlight displays such as single pedestals or small tables to feature a particular 

item; 

-- ~hwrap/point of sale counters along with back counters strictly for storage and 

work service. 

Private fitting.co.oms somewhere in the store where customers can try 

merchandise on. 



Simple and functional vs. Designed to have their own personality. 

Simple and functional 

- Serve their purpose with little material 

-- Designed for stores with lots of merchandise, but medium to low quality 

-- Will hold large numbers of stock 

-- Not very pleasing to the eye 

-- Not very flexible 

-- Store reflected image is "cheap" 

Designed to have their own personality
 

-- Each unit is design speci(ically for that store
 

-- May utilize use of motifs in the store
 

-- Not designed to hold large numbers of stock
 

-- Flexible, usually different uses designed in
 

-- Adds liveliness to the store
 

-- Store reflected image is "finer, more trendy"
 

Ready made fixtures are one that have been already designed, and can be purchased from a 

dealer. If you uses these think about types or merchandise that the will hold, what you plan to use 

them for, and both long and short term usage. 

Merchandise-intense vs. ftxture-intense vs. comfortable medium 

Merchandise-intense
 

-- Focus is mostly on the merchandise itself
 

-- Fixture is only there to display what is being sold
 

-- Sometimes fixture is not even viewable
 

Fixture-intense
 

-- Focal point of the display in the ftxture itself
 

-- Uttle merchandise is displayed
 

-- Lots of effort put into selection, or design of flXture
 



Comfortable medium 

-- Focus is equally on the merchandise and the fIxture 

-- Neither one sticks out more than the other 

-- Store complements the fixtures, which complements the merchandise 

Fixed vs. Flexible 

Fixed 

-- Cannot be moved, they stay in one place 

-- Generally offiy serve one purpose 

-- Merchandise of the same nature can be switched 

-- Items that very rarely changed are good to put in here 

Flexible 

-- Can be moved, chMged, or repositioned 

-- Can serve multiple purposes 

-- Excellent for different seasons merchandise 

Combination fixed and flexible 

-- Part of the unit is fIxed, but a smaller part may be flexible 

-- A floor display may have an the parts fIxed, but it is on wheels 

-- Fixed wall units may have movable shelves 

-- A fixed shelved floor unit may have casters, and can be moved in the space 

Sometimes fixtures can be used as focal parts of a store. They may be a large object that 

draws people in, or they may even block off half of the store to draw the shopper in. Positioning 

of them can also create traffic patterns, and fIelds of view. Fixtures can also Be used to draw 

attention to the walls. If the racks start out low by the aisles, they can gradually increase in height 

until they get to the walls. 

Flexibility is an important key to well functional fIxtures. This is to accommodate changes 

in stock from season to season, or if you want to rearrange the store. If a fixture is to be flexible, 

it will have one or more of the following: 



--Slotted standards (surface mounted or recessed)
 

- Slatwall panels, standard or reinforced slots
 

-- Slat grid panels
 

- Pin system
 

_ol. Slotted tubing uprights 

If the store is going to have custom made ftxtures, then the designer must pay careful 

attention to ,what hardware is being used with the fixture. If the design of the fixture ftts the store 

perfectly, and hardware is not properly chosen, the display could loss its effect. 

If a store carries a brand name that has its own special fixtures, then you will use the ones 

specified by the company, while the rest of the store is using the style that store chose. 

To add more flare to a display, moving parts may be added. Rotors may be part of the 

fixture, rotating the merchandising, or moving something in the store to gain somoope's attention. 

If it is important that the fixtures be easily moved, then add casters to the bottom of the 

display. 

-- Cashwrap area should be able to accommodate numerous functions. Some of the tasks 

that should be done there is purchasing, payment transactions, returns, exchangys, wrapping, 

customer service, sanitation, and giving information. This area can be located anywhere in the 

store, and there doesn't have to be only one. The number of cashwraps should depend on the size 

of the store, and the number of people that need the use of services performed there. 

The following pages are examples of existing fixtures. Some notes have been ma<,ie 

pointing out various features. 
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Fixtures 

These are some of the general guidelines which should be followed by the designer when 
designing the retail space for Roberto Colucci. Material given below is a combination of the wishes 

. of the client and giudelines setup by the landlord. Following the written infonnation you will find 
several examples of the basic equipment that is avalible, as these are not the most beautiful pieces of 
design work, they should only be refered to on the bas'is on gaining knowledge on what types of 
equipment is used to display clothing and other merchandise. 

Wall Fixtures 
Fixtures should provide for the maximum utilization of the perimeter walls.
 
The fixtures should provide for the ability to merchandise garments by either shoulder
 

hanging or front hanging on either single or double tiers 
Persentation of goods should also be perfonned by using shelves or cubes 
Standards should be fully recessed and out of view of the customer 
Casework and display units should accomadate the size and scale of the merchandise 
Mirrors should be provided for use by the consumer, however the use of mirrors as a 

background treatment for cases and shelves is discouraged
 
These fixtures should be made from high quality materials and finishes.
 
They should also be of current and contemporary style
 

Freestanding Units 
30 1.f. should be given to the presentation of ties, jewelry, small leather goods, andcosmetics 
These should be showcases or self selection counterline fixtures 
Freestanding units should be limited to the presentation of belts, featured merchan dise, 

and"item" presentations 
Fixtures should allow for the cross-merchandising of tops, bottoms, and accessories. 
These fixtures should be made from high quality materials and finishes. 
They should also be of current and contemporary style 

Check Out 
The cashwrap stands should not be visible from the outside of the store
 
There should be either one cashwrap of 8' *10' or two of 4' * 5'
 
These fixtures should be made from high quality materials and finishes.
 
They should also be of current and contemporary style
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Retail Spaces 

SHOP 
Planning 03 

The essential function of retail spaces is to 
display and sell merchandise. The design of 
these spaces involves the manipulation and 
coordination of architectural, interior design, 
and merchandising elements as necessary 
to meet the programmatic needs of the 
client. It is critical that the space in which the 
customer and store personnel function is of 
the highest quality. Ensuring this quality re
quires a knowledge of the planning and 
design of the various interior components 
that constitute the building blocks of retail 
spaces. 

Figure 1shows the clearances involved for 
a 42·in. or 106.7-em. high counter to service a 
seated user. By filling the recess with an . 
additional display, however. the counter can 
also be used exclusively as a typical sales 
counter. It should be noted, however. that 
although sometimes used for special display 
situations. such a counter height is not rec· 
ommended. Both the customer and the sales 
clerk of smaller body size would find coping 
with such a height uncomfortal)le an
thropometrically. particularly when one con
siders that the counter would be higher than 
the elbow height of slightly over 5 percent of 
the population. From a merchandising view
point. where customer convenience is of 
paramount importance, it would be unwise 
to exceed 39 to 40 in, or 99 to 101.6 em, as a 
counter height. In addition, the smaller sales 
clerk forced to tend such a counter for 
extended periods of time could be subjected 
to severe backaches and pains. Getting on 
and off a high stool for elderly and disabled 
people or those of smaller body size can be 
not only difficult. but hazardous. Figure 2 
illustrates the clearances for a typical sales 
counter. 

in 

A 26-30 
B 18-24 

C 42 
0 28 
E 84-112 
F 18 
G 18-24 
H 30-48 

18-22 

em , 

66.0-76.2
 
45.7-6.1.0
 

106.7
 
71.1
 

213.4-284.5
 
45.7
 

45.7-610
 
76.2-121.9
 
45.7-55.9 

J 35-38 88.9-96.5 
K 72 182.9 



Retail Spaces 

SHOPS 
.Planning Data 
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) '''CtC\:t·/ • . ', ~I ..) I 

Activity ; 
Zone 

Figure J shows the clearances requIred for
 
a medium height display counter. The sug·
 ABC 

~~o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~~o~c~ooo~gested seat height of 21 to 22 In. or 53.3 to , Public I ' I
55.8 em. requires a footrest for the seated , Circulation Zone! ! I Clecustomer. The counter height shown will Customer !
allow the display to be viewed by both the
 
seated customer and the standing sales
 
clerk. The customer activity zone allows
 
adequate space for the chair. Knee height.
 
buttock-knee length. popliteal height. and
 
eye height sitting are all significant human
 
dimensions to consider in the design of
 
counters to be used by a seated customer.
 

Figure 4 shows a low 3Q-in. or 76.2-cm.
 
display counter also for use by a seated
 
customer. The anthropometric considera

tions are the same. Although the counter
 

.height is responsive to the anthropometric
 
requirements of the seated customer. it is
 
less than ideal for the standing clerk. For the
 
standing user's optimum comfort, the coun

ter height should be about 2 or 3 in, or 5 to 7.6
 
em, below elbow height. This will allow a
 
person to handle objects comfortably on the
 
counter surface or use the counter as sup

port for his or her arms. The JQ-in height is
 
too low to permit such use.
 

in em , Fig. 3 Seated customer/desirable counter ·height. 

36 91.4
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Office Spaces 

CONFERENCE ROOMS 
Table Base and Edge Treatments 

It IS Important for the deSigner to under

stand and appreciate some of the important
 ::-: .. :.' ~~.~:'.:: ..:.... : ::'::.':'.~;'>\--_.-.._... ... 

I" '- fV,1" ?OLl5i'"\t15 . 
4 I c:::r' ;]details that make ua a conference table. The
 

base treatments shown in Fig. 5 are but a few
 
of the myriad possibilities. Perhaps even ':.', ".: ," . ..
 
more Important to consider are the finished ~,,' . 

"," 

.,
~.:.:.:-:. .~'I r1 Jedges of glass and wood conference tables. 1ttf'r-£~~~ •.•. ~'- ~C>l-l~~e" . ~ • 
representative details of which are shown in 
Figs. 6 and 7. Other edge details could be 
made of marble. granite. or even leather. d<~.,. I ~ .."""i>,~,Fingers. hands. and arms make intimate
 
contact with these edge details. something
 
that should be carefully considered. ~::(.: ->:1 ~..•. :.:. .'::<.:' ]
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DEPARTMENT STORES 
Wall Display Systems 
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DEPARTMENT STORES 
Rack Display Systems 
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FROM LOVE FIELD 

East on Mockingbird Lane to tile
 
Dallas North Tollway. North to Galleria Road =Ie-


FROM DFW AIRPORT 

Take DFW Airport North Exit to 1-63S East.
 

Exit Dallas Parkway North (Exit #22D).
 

FROM THE NORTH 

1.35:
 
1-35 South to 1-635 East.
 

Exit Dallas Parkway North (Exit #22D).
 

Hwy75:
 

Hwy 75 Sout!. to 1-635 West.
 

Exit to Dallas Parkway North (Exit #22B).
 

Dallas Tollway:
 

South to Alpha Road/Galleria Road Exit.
 

East on Alpha or Galleria Roads.
 

FROM THE SOUTH 

(DOWNTOWN) 

1-45, 1·35E and Hwy 67:
 
1-35E North (#429C). Exit (#429C) Dallas North Tollway
 

Exit Galleria Road/rom the Tollway.
 

FROM THE EAST 

I-30, 1-20, Hwy 80:
 
To 1~635 \Vest. Exit Dallas Parkway North. (Exit #22B).
 

FROM THE WEST 

1.20,1.30, Hwy 183, Hwy 114:
 

1-35E North to 1-635 East.
 
Exit Dallas Parkway North (Exit #22D).
 

II Complimentary Valet
 
Parking available at the Westin Hotel.
 



Both the ceiling and 
the floor arc the 
same shape and cut. 
This kind of effect 
gives the area 
connection between 
the ground and the 
ceiling, The design 
sets a mood of 
intimacy for all 
customers walking 
by the space. 



Store signage 
good qualities 

- plain 
- sirn pie 
- easy to read 
- the" Talbots" is used as an attention 

getter 

poor qualities 
- entirely unrelated to the interior 

Plain values with the red hue work well together and 
provide as a strong attention getter. Eyes are automatically 
drawn to the graphics. 



Color scheme for this store is 
very light: 

- this gives the space a nice 
clean atmosphere 

-keeps the space very open 

-avoids too many shadows 

-keeps shoppers moving 
through the space due to the 
hrightness and abscence of 
intimacy 
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Ceiling pattern is mirrored on the 
floor. Spaces are separated by 
ceiling grid. 
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One of the interesting things about the Versace space is that 
all of their regional stores are designed differently. Because the location 
of this store was in the southwest. a classic look was given. Had this 
store been in another part of the country, say New York or Miami, the 
entire design would have been compll~tely different. 

The interior of this space is successfully connected to the 
exterior by the use of architecture. Both the interior and the exterior 
have the same arches. Although the arches of the exterior function as 
a visual piece, the arches on the interior are used as spacial diJineators. 

Versace also does something else very interesting. Each 
section of the ceiling has a different 1erazzo floor design to accompany 
it. This desigfi will not only seperate spaces from one another, but 
constantly entertain the customer with amazing visual elements to 

. gaze upon. Each area is then seperated by both floor patterns and a 
ceiling grid. 

Because of the nature of this store (very expensive clothing 
with the maiority of the people visiting the space for tourist purposes) 
a lot of money was invested on the actual architecture. The clothes 
almost seem to fade away from the picture because of the overwhelming 
interior. I believe this is the intention of the store planners. Because 
of the very high price of the merchandise, the owners are relying on 
the architecture and design to lure people into the space and then let 
the commissioned sales force go to work on them. A PERFECT 
STRATEGY. 
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When visiting the the Gucci store the 
columns in the center of the space do one thing to 
the store: defy the Jaw of physics. Or so it appears. 
The designer of this environmwent fool the eye by 
placing a non functional load bearing column next 
to a functional column. The column is functional 
because merchandise is placed inside of it for exhibit 
(see diagram). This draws attention to the 
merchandise within the colwnn. So, if this is the 
most powerful displaY case in the environment, what 
should be placed there? The most expensive 
merchandise. Just as Gucci did. If customers are 
going to be drawn to a certain area because of the 
architecture, why not merchandise with the most 
expensive apparel I. That way it makes the iob of the 
salesman much easier because the customers are 
IIlrelidy lliere! (iood job ('lIcci! 
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The interesting feature about this particular 
store is the colored mirrors placed throughout 
the columns. Because of the very stron tint, 
clothing that would appear one color under a 
certain light will now appear to be off hue. 
This is a poor design feature in this space. 
Although the tinted mirror does work well 
with the color choice of the room, it does not 
do its function very well- to give the customer 
a visual idea of how the clothing will appear 
on them. 
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CUSTOMER PROFILE
 

Determining the customer profile for a store of this nature is not as 
elementary as one might think. Due to the popularity of the corporation 
among all ages one has but one simple question to ask, "What defines a 
customer." Should the design be based on who is actually buying merchandise 
as opposed to who is most likely to frequent the store. This simple statement 
tends to be one of the biggest issues in the development of this concept. 

For example, lets look at another large company: Disney. We all 
know that the maiority of the people who buy Disney merchandise are not 
adolescents and children. However, the maiority of them are in fact parents 
buying this merchandise for their sons or daughters. This is a perfect example 
of a consumer product that is designed and manufactured for one particular 
age group, but the maiority of the time is sold for another. Disney markets 
to children, who then plead to their parents to buy the product. I suppose 
you could refer to this as "indirect marketing." 

Now that we have analyzed their strategy for their products, let us 
look at another aspect of this corporation: environments. The same rules 
apply. Even though a space such as Disneyland is mostly filled with children 
and adolescents, the theme park receives the maiority of money from the 
adults who are with their offspring. So, what did the Disney Corporation 
do? The created an environment that appealed to both children and adults. 
They realized that both of these groups were in fact customers! One group 
gave them business indirectly (children), and another group gave them 
business directly (adults). 

Although Disney is an extreme example, the principles behind this 
apply to this situation as well. After visiting the Niketown in Chicago I 
realized this retail store was also a tourist attraction. Although it is not a 
theme park like a Disneyland, people of all ages visit this environment 
because they are fans of the Nike name. This definitely works to the advantage 
of Nike because the more people that visit the store, no matter what reason, 
the greater the chances of selling merchandise. This is the goal of my 
conceptual store as well, to have the interest of all people of all ages frequent 
the store, no matter what the reason. 

So, in conclusion, there really is no specific customer. People of all 
ages, races, and genders are going to frequent this space. Now the next step, 
which is discussed in Nike Strategy is to create an environment that does 
in fact appeal to the masses, thereby allowing the opportunity to sell more 
products in the space. 



CLIENT
 
CLIENT PROFILE 
•	 With every new client you have. it would be helpful If 

you drew up a client profile. asking yourself several 
questions, Every human being you'll ever meet Is 
made up of many different components: and a 
complete understanding of your client will come only 
when you understand many components of his 
being, 

•	 The more you're able to understand your client. the 
more you'll be able to meet his needs. And the more 
you're able to meet his needs the higher regard he'll 
have for your abilities. 

PROFILE QUESTIONS 
•	 Consider these 6 critical areas: physical. intellectual. 

expectational. emotional. motivational. and 
economical. one at a time. Then combine them into 
a unified whole. 

PHYSICAL: What are their 
physical needs? What 
are their body 
requirements? 

EMOTIONAL: What are 
their emotional 
needs? If they have 
any hang-ups that 
would relate to your 
design. what are 
they? 

INTELLECTUAL: How do 
they view themselves 
intellectually? How do 
they view the process 
and product of 
design? How easily do 
they absorb and 
accept new principles 
and new concepts? 

MOTIVATIONAL: What are 
their reasons for 
seeking an interior 
design? How 
deep-seated are those 
reasons? 

EXPECTATIONAL: What 
kind of results are 
they expecting? How 
firm are they In those 
expectations? How 
crucial Is It that those 
expectations be met? 

•	 What kinds of people are clients? A more accurate 
way to put the question would be: What kinds of 
entitles are clients? Often the designer finds 
himself dealing with organizations as much as with 
individuals, And who are these organizations and 
individuals? Here's the beginning of a list: 

•	 Home owners 
•	 Government agencies 
•	 Department stores 
•	 Furniture stores 
•	 Antique dealers 
•	 Architects 
•	 Hotel/restaurant chains 
•	 Home furnishing magazines 
•	 Builders and developers 
•	 Manufacturers of furnishings & text1les 
•	 Select. special1zed businesses. such as airplane 

and car manufacturers. for Interiors 

•	 Here are the questions you should consider. along 
with some questions you should ask about your 
client: 

Q
ECONOMICAL: What kinds 

of funds do they have 
to work with? How 
limiting will their 
economic circum
stances be on 
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the design 
you create? What does 
their economic 
condition tell you 
about the end result 
you should expect? 
Do their expectations 
match the amount of 
money they have or 
are willing to spend? 

SOCIAL: How do they 
relate with others? 
Neighbors? What size 
groups? What social 
space configuration is 
needed? 

CULTURAL: What are the 
unique cultural 
aspects of space? Do 
certain cultural 
elements need to be 
added? How does thiS 
project fit into the. 
broader cultural 
framework? 
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TABLE
 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 

1A,2B raj J~l~. 1 STATURE 
1B,3C ~I~II~ 2 EYE HEIGHT 
1C,3B ~I~ ~ 3 ELBOW HEIGHT 
1F,3G ~I~ 6 EYE HEIGHT SITTING
 
L,2H
 12 THIGH CLEARANCE

•• 13 KNEE HEIGHT 
1N,2J 
1M,21 

~ 14 POPLITEAL HEIGHT 
1P,2L 16 BUTTOCK-KNEE LENGTH 
1T,4F •.101

•
,. 20 VERTICAL GRIP REACH 

21 SIDE ARM REACH 
1W.6B 
1UAE 

23 MAXIMUM BODY DEPTH.1..,. 24 MAXIMUM BODY BREADTH1X.6A •• 
In an interior environment such as a retail space, where customer convenience 
and comfort are a matter of corporate policy, the responsiveness of the design to 
human dimension and body size is extremely critical. The interface. between the -
user and the various types of sales counters and shelf displays, for example, must 
be of the highest quality. Included among the drawings on the following pages are 
illustrations of various counter types for use from both seated and standing posi
tions, indicating the anthropometric considerations involved and suggested dimen
sional clearances for use in making preliminary design assumptions. ' 

Proper visibility of displays both from within and from without is also crucial to the 
successful design of a retail space. In this regard, the eye height of the small and 
large viewer and the geometric implications of human vision must be accommo
dated. The height of a wrapping counter, the size of a dressing cubicle, the critical 
dimensions of a shoe department, and circulation around and between merchan
dise displays must all accommodate users of varying body size. Illustrations of 
these aspects of retail spaces are also among the drawings included in this sec
tion, together with suggested clearances. The anthropometric measuremer:'lts of 
significant importance are indicated in the above matrix. 
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RETAIL 
• SPACES4 1 

The drawing at the top of the page 
shows the optimum height of viewing 
planes located at 12-in, or 30.5-cm, in
tervals. with the viewer stationed 12 in 
away from the show Window. Two sets 
of data are presented: one concerns 
the viewing planes related to a viewer 
of small body size, and the other, 
planes related to a viewer of larger 
body size. The eye level of the for~er 

was based on 5th percentile female 
data and the latter on 95th percentile 
male data. As in other situations, the 
diagram should not be taken too liter
ally, since it does not take into account 
head movement or the scanning ca
pability of the eye, each of which can 
significantly increase the area that the 
eye can see. By using the geometric 
approach implied in the diagram, the 
size of optimum viewing planes can be 
established with the viewer in different 
locations. 

The drawing at the bottom explores 
visual relationships related to interior 
displays. For further information on 
visual displays, refer to Section 9. 
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RETAIL4.1 SPACES • 
The top drawing illustrates the c1ed'
ances suggested between counte 
on opposite sides of a main aisle, The 
total clearance suggested is betwee 

~~ 117 and 120 in, or 2972 and 304,8 c 
o 0 This allows an actiVity zone for stao 0 

ing customers facing the lower coa 00 00 ter and a larger actiVity zone . 
0 0 standing andlor seated customers fa6 0 

ing the upper counter, as well as a __~ ~ 
generous through circulation lane be
tween the two,~ ~ 

o 0 0 The drawing at the bottom of the page· 
o 0 0 illustrates the clearances suggesteo 0 0 for a secondary aisle, The clearanceo 0 0 
o 0 0 in front of the merchandise case at the 
o 0 0 left takes into consideration a kneeli o 0 D 

figure removing merchandise from a<0 0 UJO 
D 0 0 low shelf, while the clearance in fro o u 0 0 of the case on the right is only a minio 0 D 
o 0 D mum of18 in, or 45,7 em, which ac
o 0 0 commodates a person standin 
D D 0 parallel to the case, either looking 0o 0 0 
o 0 0 handling merchandise d'isplayed 0 
o 0 0 the top surface, Although the maxo 0 0 

imum clearance between cases caulo 0 0 
be as much as 90 in, or 228.6 cm, a~<&>o 

~ ~ restricted minimum clearance of 51 i", 
0 0 or 129,5 cm, could be used if one is 

willing to accept some body contact oraJ~ ! 
sidestepping required by a third per
son to pass between people engaged 
in activities on either side, 
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The drawing at the top of the page 
shows the optimum height of viewing c======~=L=J==c~ 
planes located at 12-in, or 30.5-cm, in o ...... I I I 
tervals. with the viewer stationed 12 in ,,0o ........... Viewing U ..~ 

Planes C=C1==C1C1===C~ 
away from the show window. Two sets f	 I ~ I
of data are presented: one concerns o	 ~c:..:=>===~! 
the viewing planes related to a viewer OWl 
of small body size, and the other, ~	 =~ 
planes related to a viewer of larger o Show Window 
body size. The eye level of the former o	 -
was based on 5th percentile female o 
data and the latter on 95th percentile o 

~ ~Omale data. As in other situations. the o 0 
diagram should not be/taken too liter oo 0ally, since it does not take into account 0- ~-O
head movement or the scanning ca O:§, 0 0 
pability of the eye, each of which can O~ 0:c ~ OlD O.glsignificantly increase the area that the 

O~ O~ 0 eye can see. By using the geometric O.E! 0 lD 0 
approach implied in the diagram, the O~ O~ 0 

OlD O~ 0size of optimum viewing planes can be ~ 0~ 0 03 ~ 
established with the viewer in diHerent 08 cao ~ 
locations. oQi 0~ /" 0 
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The drawing at	 the bottom explores O~ 0 ~ 0 

Den 0 ~visual relationships related to interior o Do.
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HANGING MERCHANDISE CASES 

'Iving is probably used more than
 
other single interior component for
 
storage and/or display of mer

ndise. Not only must the merchan
be '-"Ithin reach anthropo

trically, but it must be fairly visible 
Nell. The heights established must 
refore be responsive to '/er:tical grip 
ch dimensions as well as to eye 
ghl. In establishing height limits, 
body size data of the smaller per

l should be used. Since in retail 
3.ces. departments may cater exclu
ely to members of one sex or the 
1er. two sets of data ar~ presented. 
1e is based on the body size of the 
1aller female and the other on the 
dy size of the smaller male. The 
ggested heights reflect a compro
se between reach requirements and 
;ibility requirements. 

:e drawing at the bottom of the page 
Jstrates the clearances involved in 
mging-type merchandise cases. 
)d heights should be related not only 
human reach limitations, but in cer

:n cases to the sizes of the merchan
se displayed. There is usually no 
mflict in respect to garments. 
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_v_ ADIDAS
 

Adidas (#2 in athletic shoes worldwide, behind NIKE) 
has shod the feet of such luminaries as Jesse Owens and 
Muhammad Ali. While it makes shoes for the full sports 
spectrum, the heart of its product line is Feet You Wear tennis, 
running, and basketball shoes designed to work with the foot's 
natural movement. After coming back from near bankruptcy 
in 1993 by shifting production to Asia and beefing up its 
marketing budget, adidas has made sponsorship deals with 
such sports icons as Troy Aikman and Michael Johnson. adidas' 
$1.4 billion purchase of French ski, golf, and bike gear maker 
Salomon (which pushed Reebok back to #3 in the industry) 
steers adidas into the lucrative market for high-tech sports 
equipment. DONOVAN BAILEY 

Product performance 

Sales in apparel were strong once again this Quarter. Net sales 
of apparel broke the DM 1 billion mark for the first time, totaling ENDORSED ATHLETES 
DM 1.169 billion. This represents an increase of 59% year

over-year, with apparel amounting to 54% of total sales in the
 
Quarter. This growth was mainly led by the All-purpose and Kobe Bryant
 
Workout categories. Footwear sales, mainly driven by the Donovan Bailey
 
Running and Women's categories, showed growth of 35% to Denise Lewis
 
DM 896 million year-over-year, amounting to 42% of total Ivan Pedroso
 
sales. Feet You Wear continues to meet our growth expectations, Javier Sotomayor
 
with year-to-date sales representing some 4.7% of total footwear
 
sales. Sales of hardware increased by 38%.
 

Regional performance 

Sales in every region increased sharply in the third Quarter of 1997 compared with 1996. 
In North Arllerica there was substantial growth of 69% bringing sales totals to DM 531 
million from DM 314 million in 1996. Region Europe continues to improve upOn its position 
as market leader with an increase of 34%, bringing sales totals to DM 1.372 billion for the 
Quarter (1996: DM 1.022 billion). Sales grew by over 80% both in the United Kingdom 
and Spam. Sales in AsialPacific were up by 74% year-over-year. Latin America also enjoyed 
a successful quarter with sales increasing by 92% year-over-year. 

3rd Quarter Results of Operations 

Consolidated net sales rose by 45.7% year-over-year to a total of DM 2.144 billion for the
 
Quarter ending September 30, 1997, from DM 1.472 billion in the same period of 1996.
 
Thus, the third quarter of 1997 is the all-time highest quarter in the history of adidas. This
 
increase is attributable primarily to sustained strong organic growth across all regions,
 
especially in the USA. Gross profit increased by 52.4% froni DM 583 million to DM 887
 
million over the third quarter of 1996.
 

Selling, general and administrative expenses totaled DM 578 million, up 45.2% year-over

year, but staying at the same level as a percentage of net sales (27%) compared to the same
 
period of 1996, despite the further increased marketing communication investment.
 



Income before taxes in the same period reached DM 307 million, increasing by 64.4% Yeaf

over-year (1996: DM 187 million). Net income rose year-over-year by 51.5% to DM 211 
million. Earnings per share increased to DM 4.66 from DM 3.07 in 1996. 
Total sales under the adidas brand name, including DM 340 million licensee sales, reached 
DM 2.484 billion in the third quarter of 1997, representing an increase of 35.8% year-over
year. 

Adidas now in control of Salomon - trading in Salomon shares temporarily suspended 
Salomon delisting to start in March. 

After closing of its simplified public offer adidas AG has acquired more than 95 per cent 
of the shares of Salomon S.A., the threshold required by French law in order to file a 
mandatory withdrawal offer ("The Offer"), which adidas has decided to launch as announced. 
Trading of Salomon shares at the Paris stock exchange has been temporarily suspended 
during the filing period of the offer, and will be resumed again at the opening of the offer, 
which is planned to start later in February and to close in the second half of March. After 
this date adidas will have achieved control of Salomon and the planned delisting of the 
Salomon share can proceed. 

In the simplified public offer shareholders were offered a purchase price of FF 521.50 per 
share. The simplified public offer had started on January 13 and ended on February 9. In 
total approximatelY 9 million shares were tendered, representing almost 58 per cent of the 
stock. adidas had previously purchased 39 per cent of shares through acquisition of the 
Salomon family holding company, bringing the total to close to 97 per cent after the 
simplified public offer. 

- Georges Salomon, the founder of your company, and the other members of the Salomon 
family have decided to sell the Salomon shares held by the family-owned holding company 
- representing 38.9% of the capital and 56.1% of the voting rights - to the adidas GrouP. 
This transactIon has been carried out with the full support of the two companies' management 
teams and will enable us to create one of the world's leading sporting goods groups. 

-- adidas and Salomon represent an excellent strategic fit in terms of both product lines and 
geographic spread. 

-. The new adidas-Salomon Group will have a number of outstanding strengths on which to 
build its future growth. They include Salomon's expertise in the area of sporting equipment 
and adidas's expertise in apparel and footwear. This is coupled with the two companies' 
reputation for high Quality products targeted at numerous segments of the winter and summer 
sports markets as well as the performance of our respective sales networks in North America, 
Japan and Europe. 

In accordance with stock exchange regulations, adidas has made a simplified public tender 
offer for all of the Salomon shares at a price of FRF 521.50 per share. 

This price puts the value of Salomon at around FRF 8 billion, a level never before reached 
in the company's history. 

The Supervisory Board has approved the terms of the offer, which it considers fair to all 
the parties concerned. The Supervisory Board believes that the link-up with adidas will 
provide Salomon with the means to successfully meet the challenge of increasingly stiff 
global competition in the sporting goods market. 

You will find enclosed a letter from Robert Louis-Dreyfus, in which he outlines the rationale 
for the link-up of our two groups and the advantages of the offer made to you. 

By responding favorably to this offer, which I consider represents a valuable opportunity 
for each and every one of you, you will participate in the creation of one of the world's 
leading sporting goods companies: adidas-Salomon. 



HISTORY 

In a small village in Gennany Approximately 77 years ago in a small Gennan village the 
world got it's first taste of adidas. It was there, in a village by the name of Herzogenaurach, 
located 12 miles to the north and the west of Nuremberg, that those simple three stripes 
were brought to life by adidas' founder, Alfred "Adi" Dassler. Adi created adidas after 
realizing the need for perfonnance athletic shoes. adidas began small, producing soccer and 
running shoes, which ironically enough are still the main products that adidas is known for. 
Adidas has continued to gain momentum through the years. Many attribute this to adidas' 
Quality, styling and reputation. Adidas is currently the largest supplier of athletic shoes in 
Europe. Adidas also ranks in the top three, worldwide, with their products selling in almost 
200 countries. In 1994 alone, adidas sales totaled 3 billion dollars. In late 1995, adidas went 
public with its stock. It was a tremendous success and continues to trade internationally. 
Adidas posted an amazing 40% increase in net sales in the first half of 1997. 

The Dassler family has a rich heritage in shoes. Adi's brother, Rudolf went on to create the 
puma brand in 1948 after a dispute with Adi. And, iust recentlY, another Adi DassIer, who 
,iust happens to be the grandson of the founder of adidas has launched his own shoe company, 
A. D. One. which specializes in adventure and sub-urban footware. 

And now, adidas, always on the cutting edge, has launched their own web site. Their site, 
which debuted in 1996, has a webzine metaphor. What this means is that almost every 
month, the site receives a face lift and has new stories highlighting various parts of the 
adidas empire. The site is simplistic, yet dazzling, just like the brand with the three stripes 
that is known the world over. 

CURRENT EVENTS 
·ft 

HERZOGENAURACH, Germany, April 3 (Reuters) - Gennan ......~ """ti". 
sportswear maker Adidas-Salamon AG has signed its biggest ~m rugby union sponsorship deal with the New Zealand All Blacks. 

,.' 
A five-year contract with one of the world's leading powers in 
the sport will take effect from July 1, 1999, an Adidas spokesman 
said on Friday. 

"The deal kicks-off in time for the 1999 Rugby World Cup," the finn added in a 
statement. 

The spokesman declined to put a figure on the deal's value. But recent newspaper 
reports have said the sponsorship deal could be worth between 60 and 100 million 
pounds ($99.9 million and $166.5 million). 

Industry sources in New Zealand said the Adidas contract was worth NZ$70 million 
($127 million). 

Last October, Adidas won official backing for its sponsorship bid from the New 
Zealand Rugby Football Union (NZRFU), pipping U.S. rival Nike. 

The deal involves the Gennan firm being the official kit and boot supplier to the 
All Blacks and it will also promote the team on a global stage, the statement said. 



Back in the eame the venerable German shoemaker has pulled its financial socks up. 
Now it's scoring some points in the U.S. market. 

Charles P. Wallace 

"There isn't a Swoosh in sight. As a couple of hundred college coaches watch an exhibition 
game from wooden bleachers, the cream of American high school basketball prays for a 
smile or a nod. Sonny Vaccaro, the promoter who discovered Michael Jordan for Nike, 
works the floor like a politician. But instead of Nike's ubiquitous trademark, the three
stripe logo of Adidas, Germany's venerable sporting goods company and sponsor of this 
event, flutters from the rafters like a Teutonic battle flag. "Does Phil Knight want me 
dead?" crows Vaccaro, referring to Nike's billionaire chairman. "You bet." 

Outflanking Nike with high school basketball summer camp might seem like a small 
skirmish in the multibillion-dollar global sneaker war, but it's part of a broad assault being 
mapped for Adidas by President Robert Louis-Dreyfus, the perpetually rumpled French 

-= financier who has engineered an impressive turnaround at the German shoemaker. Adidas 
has become that rare case study: a former market leader that's regaining its footing, after 
being all but crushed by an upstart rival like Nike. It's as if Apple Computer came back 
to challenge Compaq. '
In a scant five years, Adidas has pulled back from the brink of bankruptcy, gone public, 
and seen its stock price triple. Its revenue iumped from $1.7 billion in 1992 to $2.8 billion 
in 1996. Earnings per share rose 28% last year, and company officials insist that profits 
will keep expanding at a similar rate for at least three years more. Adidas has slimmed 
down its management ranks, moved manufacturing out of costly European plants, and 
undertaken a huge increase in spending on marketing. The 51-year-old Louis-Dreyfus, a 
sports fanatic WIth a Harvard MBA, has turned his $10,000 imtial investment in Adidas 
into a prodigious personal fortune of some $390 million. 

Now, having cleaned up the company's balance sheet (its debt will be paid down entirely 
in a couple of years), Louis-Dreyfus is pressing his U.S. executives to boost the company's 
performance in the all-important American market. They have a long way to go: Adidas 
still commands only 5% of the athletic shoe business in the U.S., compared with 40% for 
the fearsome Nike and 16% for Reebok International. But thanks to new blood like former 
Nike basketball chief Vaccaro--and some other talented apostates from that firm--Adidas 
is back on the playing field. Its logo is turning up once again on the shoes (and T-shirts 
and sweats) of American kids. Last summer it signed a $10 million promotional deal with 
Kobe Bryant, a teenage prodigy making his NBA debut. Then, a few months later, it 
trumped Nike with a $100 million agreement under which baseball's New York Yankees 
will wear the Adidas logo. 



Retired and bored at age 42, with more than $10 million in his pockellouis~Dre,-f.,,:
asked to try to rescue Saatchi & Saatchi, the huge London advertising agency. ",,-hi 
become bloated with acquisitions. He restructured and recapitalized the company. sold off 
businesses, and slashed 4,000 jobs. The agency, now called Cordiant, returned to profitability 
in 1993. 

It was in 1992 that Jean Paul Tchang, an old friend from Dreyfus SA, approached Louis
Dreyfus about trying to rescue Adidas. Tchang was an executive at BanQue de Phenix in 
ParIs, which, together with Credit Lyonnais, the troubled French state bank, had taken control 
of the firm. Louis-Dreyfus agreed to take Adidas on, but only after winning extraordinary 
terms from the banks. He bought 15% of the company for virtually no money down and got 
an option to buy the remainder at a fixed price. And he persuaded the banks to invest $100 
million in new capital. 

On his first day at work, Louis-Dreyfus was astonished that the president was asked to 
approve a salesman's expense account for $300. He realized that his greatest enemy would 
be the company's ossified bureaucracy, built up over several generations. "I found it distressing 
at the beginning that it was a very self-centered, German company, absolutely sure they were 
right," Louis-Dreyfus recalls. "Unfortunately, the only way you can change this is by letting 
people go." 

In a matter of weeks, the entire German senior management of the company had been fired. 
Louis-Dreyfus installed a French friend from IMS as head of sales. He named a Swede as 
head of marketing and an Australian as finance director. The official language of the company, 
which is based in the North Bavarian town of Herzogenaurach, became English. 

Adidas had already closed down the company's high-cost factories in Germany and Austria 
by the time Louis-Dreyfus arrived. But the company still had manufacturing operations in 
F'rance, which had been protected by Tapie's political ambitions, so Louis-Dreyfus offered 
to sell the remaining factories to the employees for a symbolic single French franc. (The 
company's payroll, which touched a high of 14,600 in 1987, slimmed down to just 4,000 
in 1994.) 

Louis-Dreyfus then fired Adidas' management in Asia, which had failed to match competitors' 
low costs in subcontracting shoemaking to local companies. "Every senior manager in the 
Far East was replaced," said Glenn Bennett, a 31-year-old former Reebok executive who 
now heads Adidas' sourcing team in Asia. 

While Louis-Dreyfus was working to bring costs down, he took a gamble on the marketing 
side. As Adidas lost market share in the 1980s, the company had slowly cut back its marketing 
budget to stem the tide of losses. By 1993, marketing had slipped to only 6% of sales. Louis

"'"'" Dreyfus decided to bet the farm by doubling marketing spending. "I learned the hard way at 
Saatchi's that you can cut costs to the bone, but if you don't have growth, you're in poor 
shape," he say's. At the same time he cut the company's traditional dependence on sponsoring 
sports teams so that half the budget could be devoted to high-impact advertising on outlets 
like MTV that are popular with kids. 

Even though sales have doubled, Louis-Dreyfus has kept the marketing budget at 12.5% of 
revenue. "We used to make one spot a year," said Tim Delaney, creative director of 
LeaguslDelaney, Adidas' London ad agency. "Now we're making 40." 

In the critical American market, Louis-Dreyfus initially was blessed with several strokes of 
good fortune. Just as he arrived at the company in 1993, the fashion world went crazy for 
1970s styles, and suddenly Adidas, which had dominated the field during that decade, became 
hip again. Madonna appeared in a slinky gown fashioned out of an old Adidas tracksuit. 
Trendsetters like supermodel Claudia Schiffer began showing up in the company's apparel. 
At the same time, Reebok, which had surpassed Nike in the late 1980s, stumbled badly, and 
consumers were looking for a new brand. A retro line of Adidas shoes, called Originar's, was 
a huge hit. "The big luck was that it gave us time. It gave us breathing space for 18 months," 



"I think we will be like Coke and Pepsi," Louis-Dreyfus says." In shoes, we know who 
is Coke, unfortunately, so we figure Adidas will be Pepsi without the food business. There 
will be niche players like Seven-Up and Schweppes. But there will no longer be five big 
players."~ 

Sure, it's a wildly optimistic assessment: Nike had a record year last year, boosting net 
income to $795.8 million, nearly four times Adidas' net of $184 million. But the reiuvenated 
Adidas has climbed to within easy reach of Reebok, which has been struggling In the past 
couple of years (see box), and it is steadily regaining market share lost to such other brands 
as L.A. Gear and Fila. Says Andrew Lockhart, who follows the sportswear market for 
stockbroker Robert Fleming Securities in Frankfurt, "The momentum is now in Adidas' 
hands, not in Nike's hands, where it has been for the past ten years." 

And the ever intense Phil Knight is, at least, looking over his shoulder. "It's becoming a 
very, very competitive business, and we take the threat from both Adidas and Reebok very 
seriously," the Nike chairman says. 

Before it was unseated by Nike in the 1970s, Adidas was the Goliath of the sports world. 
Founded in 1948 by Adi Dassler, a brilliant Bavarian shoe designer, it outfitted everyone 
from Al Oerter in the 1956 Olympics to Kareem Abdul-Jabbar In the NBA. But after it 
grew big, the company was rent by family quarrels. Adi's brother, Rudolf, stormed off and 
opened the rival firm Puma. Adi's son, Horst, split with his parents and opened a rival 
branch in France, complete with its own designers and factories. Horst eventually took 
over the parent company in 1985. By then Adidas' share of the key American market was 
crumbling; once as high as 70%, it dwindled to just 2% in the face of the onslaught from 
Nike and then Reebok. 

Horst died in 1987, leaving Adidas leaderless. His sisters finally sold the company in 1989 
to Bernard Tapie, a roguish French financier, for only $320 million. Although Tapie 
promised to inject $100 million into the firm after buying it from the family, he was so 
preoccupied with his own left-wing political ambitions that he paid scant attention as the 
company slid into losses. Tapie became embroiled in a soccer-fixing scandal while he was 
France's Urban Affairs minister and was sentenced to 18 months in prison. He was declared 
bankrupt, and Adidas fell into the hands of his creditors. 

By the time Louis-Dreyfus was asked to take the helm in 1993, Adidas was losing losing 
more than $100 million a year. Louis-Dreyfus was an outsider in the sneaker business. 
What special insights did he bring to this hotly competitive game? "Absolutely zip," he 
says, firing up a Monte Cristo cigar with a blowtorch lighter. "All I did was borrow what 
Nlke and Reebok were doing. It was there for everybody to see." 

The scion of a French trading and banking clan (and cousin to Julia Louis-Dreyfus of TV's 
Seinfeld), Louis-Dreyfus was already a wealthy man. He's not entirely disingenuous when 
he says he's in the business as much for the fun as for the money--he likes to rub elbows 
with Adidas stars like tennis queen Steffi Graf and runner Donovan Bailey. Most days he 
commutes to work in Germany by iet helicopter from a ski house in Davos, the Swiss 
resort town. To wave the Adidas flag, he even ran the Boston Marathon in 1995. 

But if Louis-Dreyfus brought no special expertise in shoes to Adidas, he did bring serious 
credentials as a turnaround artist. Trained in finance at merchant bank S.G. Warburg in 
London, he was working at the family firm of Dreyfus SA--one of France's largest privately 
held companies--when he lost a bet one night and agreed to represent a wealthy friend on 
the board of IMS, a market research firm. Intrigued by the business, he quit the family 
firm to become IMS's chief operating officer, built the company up from a market cap of 
$400 million to $1.7 billion, and sold it to Dun & Bradstreet in 1988. 



Another bit of luck: Before Louis-Dreyfus took over, Adidas had engaged the services of a pair of 
Nike defectors, Rob Strasser and Peter Moore. The two men had designed the hugely successful 
Air Jordan line in the mid-1980s and then left to form their own company, Sports Inc., in Portland, 
Ore.--iust down the road from Nike headquarters in Beaverton. Strasser, a lawyer by training, had 
a geni'us for shoe marketing. He urged Adidas to go back to its roots as an athletic performance L brand, and the company listened. Adidas shed fashion brands like Le COq Sportif and Pony, and 
split its core business into units by sports: basketball, baseball, and cross training were controlled 
by executives in the United States, while sports like soccer and tennis remained at the home office. 
Adidas merged its U.S. operations with Sports Inc. and set up a design center in Portland. 

Strasser died of a heart attack at an Adidas board meeting only a few weeks after Louis-Dreyfus L took over. But he left the company with a clear marketing strategy, and armed with the cash iniection 
from the banks, Adidas finally had the wherewithal to pursue it. Adidas soon was able to pay the 
banks back, and keep a tidy profit, with an initial publ1c offering in late 1995 that raised aInlost $2 
billion. The shares, traded in Paris and Frankfurt, have soared from an opening price of $42.50 to 
$132 at the end of July. (For U.S. investors, the company plans to introduce American depositary 
receipts by early next year.) 

Even with its serendipitous breaks, however, regaining market share in the shoe business has proven 
difficult for Adidas. The company's rebound has been built largely on a huge increase in its apparel 
business, which now accounts for more than 50% of sales. "Nike had such explosive growth on the 
footwear side that they lost sight of apparel, and Adidas was able to find a niche in the market," 
says Keith Daley, vice president of the Foot Action chain of sports specialty stores. 

But Adidas blundered badly with basketball sneakers, which account for nearly half the American 
market for athletic shoes, introducing a line that was unpopular with kids and retailers alike. Louis
Dreyfus takes the blame for not realIzing earlier how important it is to use "icons" like Michael 
Jordan to market the product. "Frankly, It's an embarrassment," he says. 

One result was another cold blast from Herzogenaurach: Louis-Dreyfus has forced Adidas' entire 
executive team dealing with basketball to walk the plank. To appeal to kids, he has signed the $10 
million promotional contract with Kobe Bryant and taken a $12 million gamble this year with 

L...	 teenager Tracy McGrady, drafted by Toronto. In search of marketable icons, Adidas sponsors an 
annual basketball camp in which promising high-school players are invited to show their stuff to 
college coaches. 

Louis-Dreyfus also hit upon the idea of building loyalty in its promotions by offering partial payment 
in Adidas stock. The first beneficiaries are the Yankees. "Our assets are goinj2; to make that company 
better, so it was only logical" to take part payment in stock, says Derek Schiller, Yankee vice 
president for business affairs. Adidas officials say it's likely that they'll use stock payments to 
maintain brand loyalty with European soccer teams, where Nike and other rivals have been trying 
to pick off Adidas stars. 

The deal with the Yankees also provides an insight into how successfully Adidas has shed its former 
arrOgance and bureaucratic ways. According to Robert Erb, Adidas' director of sports marketing, 
while Nike and Reebok also got calls from the Yankees about a sponsorship deal, Adidas moved 
more quickly. "The beauty of it was, Robert iust said 'Go.' We didn't go back and create a Yankee 
committee to do an analysis. We all got on a plane and flew." 

ADIDAS CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 

Address: adidas AG Ticker Symbol: ADDDY CEO: Robert Louis-Dreyfus 
Adi-Dassler-Strasse 2 Exchange: OTC CFO: Dean Hawkins 
91074 Herzogenaurach, Germany Fiscal Year End: 12/31 HR: Michel Perraudin 
Web Site: http://www.adidas.com Sales Year: 1997 
Phone: +49-9132-840 Sales (millions $): 3723.8 
Fax: +49-9132-842241 1-Yr. Sales Change: 21.9% 
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Reebok is the third-largest maker of athletic shoes in the US, behind 
NIKE. It makes a variety of athletic shoes for everything from basketball 
and volleyball to aerobics and also makes sportswear for running, aerobics, 
and walking, as well as accessories such as sports glasses. The company's 
Rockport subsidiary makes casual and dress shoes. In an effort to catch 
NIKE, Reebok has secured endorsements from sports stars (Shaquille O'Neal. 
Emmitt Smith, Frank Thomas, Michael Chang, Arantxa Sanchez-Vicario), 
but it is backing away from the celebrity race. The company licenses its 
technology and name for various sporting goods and products. 

It is a tradition that can be traced back to the roots of modem athletics. 
The story started in Victorian England when Joseph William Foster became 
an enthusiastic member of his local running club 'Bolton Primrose Harriers'. 

As Joseph's interest in running grew so did a desire to own a pair of spiked 
running shoes. Little money, and a distinct absence of manufacturers led to a 
simple solution, and so the first "Foster" running shoe was made. Despite 
being a complete novice and the original shoes being somewhat makeshift 
the left was a sewn construction, the right nailed - Joseph soon found his fellow 
Harriers demanding his new found skill. 

By 1900 Joseph had improved his technique sufficiently to set up his own 
business at 59, Deane Road, Bolton, making handmade running shoes for local 
athletes. Word quickly spread and Fosters spiked running shoes were soon 
accepted as, and worn by, the best. In 1904 it was with the help of Fosters that 
Alf Shrubb sped into Athletic history, with his multiworld record run at Ibrox 
Park. By 1908 Fosters running pumps were a favourite amongst Olympic and 
professional Athletes. 

Joseph, and his wife Mariah, lived over the workshop and by 1906, two sons, 
John William and James William, had quite literally been born into the business. 
So developed a family tradition which has lasted to the present day. 

The boys were raised in a running atmosphere and it was later said of John 
William that, "He was born with a pair of running pumps under his cradle." 
(Bolton Evening News, June 23rd 1939). 

Success was not only limited to running as this ad from the programme of the 
1936 International Cross Country Championships indicated. Incidentally 
Foster's also claimed the 1936 Champion. 

It was the enthusiasm of their father that gave the Fosters an intimate knowledge 
and love of sport. Joseph, not a particularly talented runner, was very much 
involved in the administration and development of athletics in the North of 
England. 

"Old Joe", to his many friends and associates, was one of the best known 
characters in the sport, a bright breezY fellow with great foresight, who went 
on to build a most successful business as a maker of some of the best sports 
shoes in the world ... "Joe Foster of course was the great leader, a man from 
whom I gained much of my enthusiasm for the sport". (Frank Morris "History 
of B.U.H.A.C. 1979"). 
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Undoubted skills, coupled with their own intimate knowledge and love of SpOrt 

quickly established "1 W. Foster & Sons" as renowned makers of quality athletic 
shoes. Their shoes were worn by many of the top runners of the day, including 
the legendary AU Shrubb, Arthur Postle (6 of whose world pro sprint records 
still stand) L'ord Burghley, Tom Evenson, Jack Lovelock, Tommy Hampson., 
Ethel Johnson, D. G. A. Lowe, 1 C. Ellis, Nellie Halstead, C. B. Holmes, and 
Bill Roberts amongst them. Indeed, it is probably true to say that the majority 
of the athletes of this period, and for many years to follow, wore spikes 
handcrafted by "Old Joe" at the aptly named "Olympic Works", "by craftsmen 
who are experts in the making of Running Shoes, and who know what the 
athlete requires". (ad. circa 1925-40). 

Personal fittings and self-measurement forms were the norm and the specialist 
needs of an event were taken into consideration even in the earliest designs. 
Heel spikes for hurdlers, ankle straps for cross-country; sprint designs, middle 
distance design. Consideration was even given to the number of bends likely 
to be negotiated in a race. A shoe able to perform has always been the essence 
of the Foster philosophy. 

Both sons followed in their fathers footsteps, indeed, quite literally in the case 
of John William ('Billy'). Billy succeeded his father when for many years he 
acted as Secretary of Bolton United Harriers and wrote the athletic column in 
the local paper under the same pseudonym, "The Captain". His articles were 
very informed and on one occasion he failed to declare his interests when he 
wrote on two forthcoming cross-country races, (it also indicates Joe Fosters 
willingness to design shoes especially to suit a course if necessary) .... 

. . . "The United Harriers are favoured in that they have Joe Foster to attend to 
their shoes, for he will be able not only to advise as to the type of gear that is 
likely to be most suitable for the Castlelrwell and Crewe courses. and to provide 
such. and I would advise the lads to get the shoes required now. and not to 
leave such provision to the last possible minute." (Bolton Evening News 
1924). 

In 1933 "Old Joe" died. leaving the business in the very capable hands of James 
and 'Billy' who continued to perfect their art. 

Such are the vagaries of time and the lack of identity of an all black shoe that 
many a story has been lost. Only 2 World Wars. and two bombs, interrupted 
business when army boots became the order of the day. 

The post war years saw "J. W. Foster & Sons" establishing reputations on the 
Rugby and Soccer fields. Their boots became firm favourites of many professional 
clubs including Liverpool, Newcastle United, Manchester United and Bolton 
Wanderers. The entire Moscow Dynamo team. on its first ever visit to the West, 
made sure they had Foster boots with them on their return to the U.S.S.R. At 
the same time as boots were going east. running shoes (a special red and white 
issue) went west with Yale and Olympic coaches Frank Ryan and Bob Geinjack, 
ensuring their students wore the best. 

In 1948 and 1952 respectively. Jeffrey William and Joseph William. the sons 
of James. began their apprenticeship at the "Olympic Works". Thus was ensured 
the continuation of the 1. W. Foster name and tradition. 

Their apprenticeship over. James' sons. Joseph and Jeffrey. made a decision to 
form their own company and move into the second half of the century with the 
same pioneering spirit as their grandfather. 
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In 1958, the year in which Nat Lofthouse, "The Lion of Vienna''. scored the 
winning goal in the F.A. CuP Final for Bolton in Foster's boots, and a year after 
yet another world mile record in their spikes, the two youngsters started 
"Reebok''. (named after a small, fast running African gazelle). They were based 
just five miles down the road from the "Olympic Works". 

Once again grass roots involvement were keynotes to success, and shortly the 
traditions and skills J. W. Foster & Sons were, quite literally, fully absorbed 
into Reebok. 

Performance and Quality have always been a maior consideration of the Fosters 
and it was not long before Reebok was establishing its own reputation with its 
own records and medals in the maior games. Whilst in 1981 they were rated 
number one for Quality by Runners World magazine. Dedication to product 
development and performance ensured the continued success of the brand. 

Links with the local Harriers remain strong. The Reebok Classic 10k race runs 
past the now demolished "Olympic Works" (now appropriately an Institute of 
Technology), whilst over the nearby "Fells" runners toil in the gruelling "3 
Towers Race" for the Jeff Foster Memorial trophy. Now the unique open 
membership of the Reebok Racing Club ensures grass root involvement 
continues around the world. 

Success has not only been limited to running. Like 'Old Joe' Reebok have not 
limited themselves solely to running. Fitness and Tennis are new areas to benefit 
from their fine tradition and others will undoubtedly follow with another 
generation of the Fosters now serving its apprenticeship. "Old Joe" certainly 
started something with his spiked shoe back in 1895. 

Instron Completes Sale of Land in Canton, Mass. 

March 30, 199803:40 PM 

CANTON, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--March 30, 1998--Instron Corp. today 
announced that it has completed the sale of 42 of its 66 acre site off Route 128 
in Canton, Mass. for $13.5 million. This land, which was excess to Instron's 
current and foreseeable requirements, will be used by Reebok International 
Ltd. RBK for its new worldwide corporate headquarters. 

James McConnell, president and CEO of Instron said, "The proceeds will 
initially be utilized, amongst other things, to reduce outstanding debt, pay 
closing costs, related transaction fees and associated expenses, as well as pay 
taxes on the gain of this sale. This transaction not only benefits Instron 
stockholders, but Reebok and the Town and community as welL We look 
forward to having Reebok as our neighbor in Canton." 

Instron Corp., listed on the American Stock Exchange, is leading producer of 
instruments and systems for advanced materials testing. 
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REEBOK LICENSES ABOVE THE RIM® APPAREL RANGE TO CAPE 
ATHLETIC 

l 
STOUGHTON, MA. (Apr. 2, 1998) -- Reebok International Ltd. has licensed 
the Above the Rim Hoopwear apparel collection to Cape Athletic. The licensing 
agreement runs four years. 

L 

L. 

Reebok acquired the popular Above the Rim® brand name from Cape Athletic 
founder and president Bob Capener in 1992. Since then, Above the Rim apparel 
has been a segment of Reebok's performance basketball collection. Reebok 
marketed the collection through its NBA endorsers and television and print 
advertising. 

L 

L 

"I am thrilled to have the opportunity to build upon the success of the Above 
the Rim collection in the athletic apparel market," said Capener who founded 
Cape Athletic in 1996. According to Capener, Above the Rim apparel will be 
re-Iaunched by Cape Athletic with a new collection reaching retail in Spring 
1999, marking the 10th anniversary of the brand's founding. 

"We are putting Above the Rim back into the hands of the brand's creator and 
are very much looking forward to a successful partnership," said Marty Winnick 
Blue, director of licensing for Reebok. 

The new Above the Rim collection will consist of iackets, warm-ups, pants, 
sweatshirts, t-shirts, shorts and accessories. Price points will range from $16.00 
for t-shirts to $120.00 iackets. "Above the Rim will capitalize on a maior 
consumer trend towards authentic, innovative sportswear that stands out on 
and off the court," said Capener. The primary target for Above the Rim is males 
12-24 though Capener noted that a women's collection would be introduced 
next year to capitalize on the booming women's basketball market. 

To market Above the Rim apparel, Cape Athletic has become a national sponsor 
of the Gus Macker 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament, the originaI3-on-3 event 
founded over 20 years ago. Macker events attract over 100,000 participants 
nationwide in 60 markets. Among numerous marketing activities, Gus Macker 
staff will be outfitted in Above the Rim apparel. 

Reebok International Ltd., headquartered in Stoughton, MA., is a leading 
worldwide designer, marketer arid distributor of sports, fitness and casual 
footwear, apparel and equipment. Principal operating units include the Reebok 
Division and The Rockport Company, Inc. Sales for 1997 totaled approximately 
$3.6 billion. 

Cape Athletic strives to be the premier athletic group in the sportswear market 
by providing superior product, promotions and marketing in the basketball 
category. 

REEBOK CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 

Address: Reebok International Ltd. 
100 Technology Center Dr. 
Stoughton, MA 02072 
Web Site: http://www.reebok.com 
Phone: 781-341-5000Fax: 781-341-7402 
CEO: Paul B. Fireman 
CFO: Kenneth I. Watchmaker 

Ticker Symbol: RBK 
Exchange: NYSE 
Fiscal Year End: 12/31 
Sales Year: 1997 
Sales (millions $): 3643.6 
1-Yr. Sales Change: 4.74% 
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Stoughton, MA, February 2, 1998 -- Reebok International Ltd. 
(NYSE:RBK) today reported its 1997 year-end results which were in line 
with the estimate previously made by the Company on December 11, 1997. 

Income from operatIons (which excludes the after-tax effect of special 
charges) for 1997 was $134.3 million or $2.30 per share, as compared with 
$138.9 million or $2.03 per share for 1996. For the fourth Quarter of 1997, 
income from operations was $18.6 million, or $0.32 per share, as compared 
with $20.1 million or $0.35 per share for the 1996 fourth Quarter. 

During 1997 the Company recorded special pre-tax charges of $58.2 
million associated with various global restructuring activities and a $40.0 
million income tax credit related to the conclusion of outstanding tax matters 
associated with the June 1996 sale of the Company's Avia subsIdiary. 
Including the effect of these special items, the Company reported net income 
of $135.1 million or $2.32 for the full year 1997 and $0.6 million or $0.01 
per share for the fourth Quarter of 1997. All earnings per share amounts are 
presented on a diluted basis. 

For the year ended December 31, 1997, net sales were $3,643.6 
million, up 4.7% from 1996 net sales of $3,478.6 million. Net sales in fiscal 
1996 included Avia revenues of $49.4 million. Worldwide sales for the 
Reebok brand in 1997 were $3,131.1 million, an increase of 5.0% over 1996 
sales of $2,981.6 million. The strong U.S. dollar continues to adversely 
affect reported international results, and on a constant dollar basis, worldwide 
Reebok brand sales grew 8.3% in 1997. 

In the U.S., Reebok footwear sales were $1,228.7 million in 1997, 
up 3.0% from 1996. Reebok apparel sales in the U.S. were $431.9 million, 
an increase of 37.2% over apparel sales of $314.9 million in the prior year. 
1997 sales of the Reebok brand outside the U.S. -- including both footwear 
and apparel-- were $1,470.5 million, essentially flat with 1996 levels, but 
up 6.4% on a constant dollar basis. Sales for the Company's Rockport 
subsidiary grew 14.5% in 1997 to $512.5 million from $447.6 million in 
1996. 

Net sales in the 1997 fourth Quarter were $863.4 million, an increase 
of 9.6% from fourth Quarter net sales of $788.0 million in the prior year. 
Worldwide sales for the Reebok brand in the 1997 fourth Quarter were $735.8 
million, an increase of 10.3% from fourth Quarter sales of $667.2 million in 
1996. On a constant dollar basis, worldwide sales for the Reebok brand 
increased 14% in the 1997 fourth Quarter. 

In the U.S., Reebok footwear sales were $280.3 million in the fourth 
Quarter of 1997, an increase of 18.2% from 1996. Reebok apparel sales in 
the U.S. were $123.1 million for the Quarter, an increase of 30.7% over 1996's 
apparel sales of $94.2 million. Fourth Quarter 1997 sales of the Reebok brand 
outside the U.S. -- including both footwear and apparel-- decreased to $332.4 
million from $335.8 million in 1996, a decline of 1.0% in reported dollars 
but an increase of 6.7% on a constant dollar basis. 1997 fourth quarter sales 
for the Company's Rockport subsidiary grew 5.6% to $127.6 million from 
$120.8 million In the fourth Quarter of 1996. 

Year-to-year per share comparisons benefited from the Company's 
share repurchase programs, including the Dutch Auction share repurchase 
concluded on August 27, 1996. Diluted shares outstanding for the year and 
Quarter ended December 31, 1997 were 58,309,000 and 58,014,000, 
respectively, compared to 68,617,000 and 57,455,000 for the same periods 
in 1996. 

The Company reported that its total backlog of open customer orders 
to be delivered from January 1998 through June 1998 for the Reebok brand 
was essentially flat at December 31, 1997. North American backlog was up 
2.8%, and international backlog was down 5.7%. On a constant dollar basis, 
worldwide Reebok Brand backlog was up 3.4% and international backlog 
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Stoughton, MA, February 2, 1998 -- Reebok International Ltd. 
(NYSE:RBK) today reported its 1997 year-end results which were in line 
with the estimate previously made by the Company on December 11, 1997. 

Income from operatIons (which excludes the after-tax effect of special 
charges) for 1997 was $134.3 million or $2.30 per share, as compared with 
$138.9 million or $2.03 per share for 1996. For the fourth quarter of 1997, 
income from operations was $18.6 million, or $0.32 per share, as compared 
with $20.1 million or $0.35 per share for the 1996 fourth quarter. 

During 1997 the Company recorded special pre-tax charges of $58.2 
million assocIated with various global restructuring activities and a $40.0 
million income tax credit related to the conclusion of outstanding tax matters 
associated with the June 1996 sale of the Company's Avia subsIdiary. 
Including the effect of these special items, the Company reported net income 
of $135.1 million or $2.32 for the full year 1997 and $0.6 million or $0.01 
per share for the fourth quarter of 1997. All earnings per share amounts are 
presented on a diluted basis. 

For the year ended December 31, 1997, net sales were $3,643.6 
million, up 4.7% from 1996 net sales of $3,478.6 million. Net sales in fiscal 
1996 included Avia revenues of $49.4 million. Worldwide sales for the 
Reebok brand in 1997 were $3,131.1 million, an increase of 5.0% over 1996 
sales of $2,981.6 million. The strong U.S. dollar continues to adversely 
affect reported international results, and on a constant dollar basis, worldwide 
Reebok brand sales grew 8.3% in 1997. 

In the U.S., Reebok footwear sales were $1,228.7 million in 1997, 
up 3.0% from 1996. Reebok apparel sales in the U.S. were $431.9 million, 
an increase of 37.2% over apparel sales of $314.9 million in the prior year. 
1997 sales of the Reebok brand outside the U.S. -- including both footwear 
and apparel-- were $1,470.5 million, essentially flat with 1996 levels, but 
up 6.4% on a constant dollar basis. Sales for the Company's Rockport 
subsidiary grew 14.5% in 1997 to $512.5 million from $447.6 million in 
1996. 

Net sales in the 1997 fourth quarter were $863.4 million, an increase 
of 9.6% from fourth quarter net sales of $788.0 million in the prior year. 
Worldwide sales for the Reebok brand in the 1997 fourth quarter were $735.8 
million, an increase of 10.3% from fourth quarter sales of $667.2 million in 
1996. On a constant dollar basis, worldwide sales for the Reebok brand 
increased 14% in the 1997 fourth quarter. 

In the U.S., Reebok footwear sales were $280.3 million in the fourth 
quarter of 1997, an increase of 18.2% from 1996. Reebok apparel sales in 
the U.S. were $123.1 million for the quarter, an increase of 30.7% over 1996's 
apparel sales of $94.2 million. Fourth quarter 1997 sales of the Reebok brand 
outside the U.S. -- including both footwear and apparel -- decreased to $332.4 
million from $335.8 million in 1996, a decline of 1.0% in reported dollars 
but an increase of 6.7% on a constant dollar basis. 1997 fourth quarter sales 
for the Company's Rockport subsidiary grew 5.6% to $127.6 million from 
$120.8 million i'n the fourth quarter of 1996. 

Year-to-year per share comparisons benefited from the Company's 
share repurchase programs, including the Dutch Auction share repurchase 
concluded on August 27, 1996. Diluted shares outstanding for the year and 
quarter ended December 31, 1997 were 58,309,000 and 58,014,000, 
respectively, compared to 68,617,000 and 57,455,000 for the same periods 
in 1996. 

The Company reported that its total backlog of open customer orders 
to be delivered from January 1998 through June 1998 for the Reebok brand 
was essentially flat at December 31, 1997. North American backlog was up 
2.8%, and international backlog was down 5.7%. On a constant dollar basis, 
worldwide Reebok Brand backlog was up 3.4% and international backlog 
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The Company reported that its gross margin declined for both the 1997 fourth 

Quarter and full year. The decline reflects a significant impact from currency fluctuations, 
a decrease in full-margin at once business as a result of an over-inventoried promotional 
retail environment, and a higher percentage of footwear technology product which is 
currently carrying below average margins because it remains in the start-up production 
phase. 

Paul Fireman, the Company's Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, said "As 
has been well-publicized, the athletic footwear and apparel industry is experiencing some 
very difficult conditions due to a slowdown in consumer demand which has resulted in 
a retail inventory back-up and a highly promotional environment. This situation has 
been compounded by recent fashion trends that favor brown shoe outdoor looks over 
traditional white athletic footwear. We expect these difficult industry conditions to persist 

........ well into the current year, as the industry works through its excess inventory. While we 
have effectively managed our inventories we do expect our at-once and off-price business 
to suffer due to the high level of competitor promotional product offered at retail." 

"While we will face difficult challenges in 1998," Fireman continued, "we believe 
that our multi-brand strategy has positioned us well for the long-term, and we are confident 

that we can successfully take advantage of opportunities for all of our brands. For 
example, we believe our Reebok footwear technologies -- DMX and 3D UltraLite-
represent true breakthroughs in athletic footwear. We will focus in 1998 on continuing 
to land those technologies through impactful direct-to-the-consumer marketing campaigns 
that invite the consumer to try on and experience the product. We will reinforce these 
programs with a brand image campaign to be launched in March designed to separate 
Reebok from the competition and build consumer pull," Fireman said. 

"In addition, we will focus resources in the coming year to capture opportunities 
for our Rockport, Ralph Lauren Footwear and Greg Norman brands. Our Rockport 
business has made great strides in re-positioning itself with an updated brand image and 
improved product desi~ focused on the concept of providing exceptional comfort with 
style. Several emerging market trends should bode well for Rockport going forward, 
including the aging of a comfort-seeking baby boom population, the growing popularity 
of rugged outdoor product, and the increasing appeal of the Rockport brand to the younger 
consumer. We will continue to devote the resources necessary to capitalize on these 
opportunities via product development, advertising and expanded distribution," Fireman 
continued. 

"The Ralph Lauren Footwear business had strong growth in 1997, reflecting the 
benefits of improved product design and development along with expanded distribution. 
We are in the midst of product design and plans for a Spring 1999 introduction of Polo 
Sport athletic footwear and are optimistic that that product will be well received by 
retailers when we begin to preview the line in the Spring of this year," Fireman said. 

"Finally, Greg Norman Collection is becoming an increasingly important part 
of our total business. That division grew its revenues over 50% in 1997 through expansion 
of its casual lifestyle apparel line and department store distribution network, efforts which 
will continue in the current vear," he said. 

"Recognizing the difficult industry conditions we're currently facing, we will 
take a number of actions beginning immediatelv to manage our business more efficientlv 
in the near term," Fireman continued. "We will be simplifying our organizational structure 
bv eliminating management lavers, combining business units and centralizing operations 
beginning in the first Quarter of 1998. This is an effort to become more focused and to 
free up resources to be allocated to near-term proiects that can generate immediate results. 
While we are still finalizing our plans and reviewing the costs associated with them, 

we currentlv expect that we' will recognize a pre-tax special charge in the range of $25 
- $35 million in the first Quarter of 1998 associated with this effort. We believe these 
actions -- which in many instances represent an acceleration of programs that had already 
been in place -- will allow us to compete more effectivelv in the short-term while still 
staying on course with our long-term strategy," Fireman concluded. 
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Reebok International Ltd. 
Financial Summary (unaudited) 

Year ended December 31. 
1997 1996 

Net sales (a) $3,643,599,000 
$3,478,604,000 
Net income from operations (b) $134,280,000 
$138,950,000 
Net income (c) $135,119,000 
$138,950,000 
Average diluted shares 58,309,000 
68,617,000 
Basic earnings per share 

Net income from operations (b) $2.39 
$2.06 

Net income (c) $2.41 
$2.06 
Diluted earnings per share 

Net income from operations (b) $2.30 
$2.03 

Net income (c) $2.32 
$2.03 

Three months ended December 31, 
1997 1996 

Net sales $863,446,000 
$788,029,000 
Net income from operations (b) $18,645,000 
$20,110,000 
Net income (d) $645,000 
$20,110,000 
Average diluted shares 58,014,000 
57,455,000 
Basic earnings per share 

Net income from operations (b) $0.33 
$0.36 

Net income (d) $0.01 
$0.36 
Diluted earnings per share 

Net income from operations (b) $0.32 
$0.35 

Net income (d) $0.01 
$0.35 

(a)	 1996 includes $49.4 million of revenues of the Company's Avia subsidiary sold in June 1996. 
(b)	 Excludes effect of special items in 1997. 
(c)	 1997 includes special pre-tax charges of $58.2 million for restructuring and a $40 million 

income tax credit related to Avia. 
(d)	 1997 includes a special charge of pre-tax $25 million for restructuring. 

Reebok International Ltd., headquartered in Stoughton, MA, is a leading worldwide designer, marketer 
and distributor of sports, fitness and casual footwear, apparel and equipment. Principal operating units include 
the Reebok Division and the Rockport Company, Inc. Sales for 1997 totaled approximately $3.6 billion. 
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FILA
 
The Italian company Fila Holding is the world's #4
 

shoemaker. after NlKE. Reebok, and adidas. Fila's footwear
 
collection offers products ranging from active sports styles
 
designed for basketball, runnIng, hiking, and tennis to canvas
 
deck shoes and walking shoes. The company's footwear lines
 
include designs for men. women, and children in approximately
 
150 different styles. The largest market (40% of Fila's total
 
sales) for the company's footwear is the US, where it has a
 
market share of about 8%. Fila's apparel lines are targeted to
 
the active sportswear, leisure wear, and casual wear categories.
 

Fashion and function. Attitude and technology. Fila USA _1.

designs, manufactures, and markets apparel and footwear that's
 
unique in its combination of style and performance.
 

Our design inspiration comes from life itself. From sports.
 
From the street. From people, places, and perspectives that are
 
infused with energy, vitality, and creativity.
 

ENDORSED ATHLETES 
We are in one of the most intensely challenging and competitive 
industries in business today. WhIle many battle to survive, we Grant Hill 
are committed to thrive. We have the products, the technologies, Mark Philippoussis 
the promotions, the motivation and the momentum to achieve Alberto Tomba 
continued success in the new millennium. Lee Janzen 

Eddie Murray 
While Fila has always been known for outstanding design, we Jerry Stackhouse 
continue to grow in reputation for athletic perfoooance. Our Chris Webber 
endorsement agreements with world-class athletes have not only Carla Overbeck 
ensured credibility in the athletic arena but have generated high Hersey Hawkins 
visibility and huge demand for our products. Moses Tanui 

Kent Steffes 
The remarkable achievements of our athletes make them undeniably 
aspirational. The power and poise of basketball superstar Grant 
Hill. The speed and endurance of marathoners German Silva and 
Moses Tanui. The world-record breaking feat of long-jumper Mike 
Powell. The speed and style of world-champion skier Alberto 
Tomba. The rising star of tennis rookie of the year, Mark 
Philippoussis. All Fila athletes are champions in sport and in life. 

FILA CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 
14114 York Road Address: Fila Holding S.p.A. Ticker Symbol: FLH 

I Sparks, MD 21152 Viale Cesare Battisti, 26 Exchange: NYSE 
Tel. (410) 773-3000 13051 Biella, Italy Fiscal YearEnd: 12/31 
Fax. (410) 773-4969 Web Site: http://www.fila.com Sales Year: 1996 

I Mr. Rob Baker Phone: +39-15-34141 Sales (millions $): 1233.7 
For product concerns call: CEO: Enrico Frachey l-Yr. Sales Change: 32.03% 
1-800-787-FILA CFO: Enzio Bermani 

FILA SPORT DIVISION. 
40 East 34th Street 
NEW YORK, NY 10016 
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